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Slovenia is a country that is increasingly attaining a level of excellence in all 
areas. This applies to science, enterprise, culture, cuisine, sports and many other 
activities, too. in some competitive disciplines we are even the best, and of course 
in many we are highly comparable with other countries in the EU and around the 
world. 

at the end of last year Slovenia became an associate member of CErN. although 
Slovenia has been collaborating with this organisation for a number of years, this is 
undoubtedly an important moment for the country. Now researchers, companies 
and other interested parties will have full access to all the programmes organised 
by CErN. 

Slovenia is home to many outstanding innovators in the fields of science and 
entrepreneurship, with the Jožef Stefan institute one of the main players in this 
area. Moreover, local innovators and entrepreneurs are increasingly drawn to work 
together. For this reason, it is no surprise that growing numbers of established 
events that are now coming to Slovenia. Slovenians excel in many things, and out 
of our traditions are able to create a high level of competitiveness. This can be 
seen in areas such as cooking, as we now have the best female chef in the world. 
We are also one of the most attractive tourist destinations, with stories that will 
touch everyone. 

as Slovenians we are determined to be different, unique, to stand out from the 
crowd. it is true that our country is geographically much smaller than many others, 
and it has a relatively small population. But we have focus, and are increasingly 
courageous in our actions and aspirations.
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new, untamed dimensions 
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The Sky IS The lIMIT

inspiration, courage and perseverance are keys to the success of a 
project or product in any field, along with linking together different 
people, knowledge and energies. No specific challenges are more or 
less important, but the overall objectives are vital. We Slovenians are 

exceptional, and only the sky can be our limit.
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Slovenia set to become a 
high-tech society

CERN

NaTaša GErKEš
Photo: TaMiNo PETEliNšEK/STa

The first initiatives for Slovenian membership of the European nuclear research 
organisation, CErN, date back to 1992, and formal activity towards membership to 
2009. however, due to the unstable political situation and deterioration in the economic 
position of the country of that time, the resolution to implement all necessary procedures 
for Slovenia to obtain the status of a candidate for CErN membership was not followed 
up. it was finally enacted in the middle of december last year by the current government 
and the Minister of Education, Science and Sport, dr Maja Makovec Brenčič. 

on 16 december in Geneva, she signed an association agreement 
with CErN director Fabiola Gianotti, whereby Slovenia acquired 
the status of associate member. This marked the country’s first 
step towards membership, and in five years Slovenia should be-
come a full member. 

The country has in fact been collaborating with CErN on research 
for a number of years, so ties are already well-established.   

The signing of the agreement should see 
collaboration intensify, and opportuni-
ties have opened up for Slovenian com-
panies, especially for high-tech ones.   

Cooperation will also expand in the area of education. “it is right 
that we should continue to weave together the great CErN family,” 
said Minister Makovec Brenčič in Geneva. 

ASSOCIATe MeMberShIp OF CerN OFFerS FUll ACCeSS TO 
All prOgrAMMeS

Even during the period of associate membership, researchers as 
well as companies and other target groups will have full access to 
all the programmes conducted by CErN. associate membership 
of CErN will therefore give Slovenian scientists and engineers ac-

cess to the research infrastructure and technological projects be-
ing conducted at CErN. They will also be able to use and create 
high-tech products in the company of leading experts from all 
over the world.

alongside research activities, CErN has broad scope for pro-
grammes of education and training at all levels. in the period of 
associate membership, CErN offers to various groups of its mem-
bers possibilities such as scholarships for young researchers, em-
ployment of researchers at CErN, schools for teachers, summer 
schools for undergraduate students, schools and promotional 
activities for school pupils, exhibitions about the work of CErN, 
and more.

associate membership of cerN will prin-
cipally offer Slovenia full access for sci-
entists and engineers to the research in-
frastructure and technological projects 
being conducted at cerN.    

Moreover, it will provide the use and creation of high-technology 
products in the company of experts from all over the world, which 
will aid the transfer of these advances to the Slovenian environ-
ment. We should also emphasise the promotion of a non-con-
ventional approach to problem-solving, which produces highly 
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trained experts capable of working outside narrow scientific fields, 
and the transfer and use of the detection methods used in high-
energy physics to other areas (medicine, environmental monitor-
ing and so forth).

above all, membership of CErN represents a clear orientation for 
Slovenia, whereby it seeks to become a high-tech society contrib-
uting its own share among the group of most advanced nations to 
the further development of the world, and at the same time sees 
prospects for taking an appropriate share of the economic ben-
efits that arise from these efforts. This is thus a great opportunity 
for Slovenia.

STrONg, MOderN, well-USed ANd INTerNATIONAlly IN-
TegrATed reSeArCh INFrASTrUCTUre

Based on the development Plan for research infrastructure (Nrri) 
and the research and innovation Strategy of the republic of Slo-
venia (riSS), both of which were adopted in 2011 and apply for the 
period up to 2020, the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport 
supports the development, capacity and research infrastructure 
in Slovenia, and involvement in international research infrastruc-
tures. in the definition of research infrastructure, both the Nrri 

and riSS refer to the European Strategy Forum on research in-
frastructures of 2008, or what is called the ESFri roadmap, which 
states that research infrastructures are capacities, means or ser-
vices comprising major equipment or a selection of instruments, 
along with sources of knowledge such as collections, archives and 
databases. Such features drive innovation and are the primary 
condition for research work.

The use of research infrastructures enables responses to impor-
tant social challenges, such as those seen in the fields of human 
health, climate change, the ageing population and energy supply, 
and facilitates successful monitoring and responses to changing 
social relations and the behaviour patterns of individuals, while 
aiding industry in developing new high-capacity materials and 
medicines and in monitoring the environment.

during implementation of the development Plan for research 
infrastructure 2011-2020 (Nrri), the speed and achievement of 
targets mainly depend on the annual budget and state of public 
finances, as well as on the availability of human resources and the 
level of organisation among the related scientific communities. 
The development of the national research infrastructure has been 
financed in large part via the Slovenian research agency (arrS), 
and, in addition to this, from 2010-2013 the eight centres of excel-
lence provided a considerable direct input to the national research 
infrastructure from ErdF funds. These funds also served to finance 
the linking and establishing of a critical mass of highly trained 
personnel in all of Slovenia’s regions to meet the requirements of 
economic development and competitiveness (the “creative core”). 
From 2011-2015, over 97 million euros were earmarked for invest-
ment in research infrastructure.

Today Slovenia is involved in 10 priority 
international projects under the Nrri, it 
has an associate agreement signed with 
cerN, and membership of the LifeWatch 
project is also planned.    

Upon revision of the Nrri 2016, the list includes five new projects, 
and there are two more on the list for further upgrading. interna-
tional project priorities are also determined in view of the priority 
fields of the Smart Specialisation Strategy. 

Cern Science Centre

Minister of Education, Science and Sport Maja 
Makovec Brenčič and CErN director-General 
Fabiola Gianotti.
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europe is home to many outstanding 
innovators

NaTaša GErKEš
Photo: STa

DR. JaNa KolaR

dr. Jana Kolar was recently appointed to the group of represen-
tatives for the European innovation Council. She is the Executive 
director of the Central European research infrastructure Consor-
tium (CEriC), and was head of the Science and Technology direc-
torate at the former Ministry of higher Education, Science and 
Technology. 

a doctor of chemistry, in 2002 she received a Zois Prize for ma-
jor scientific achievements in this field, while working as a mem-
ber of a research group at the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical 
Technology of the University of ljubljana, and in the National and 
University library in ljubljana. The citation supporting the prize 
noted that the core scientific work of the research group was of 
wider European and even world importance, and was oriented to-
wards preserving historical documents and works of art on paper.
For a number of years dr. Kolar has been involved in European 
research policy, as a member of the European institute of innova-
tion and Technology, and she collaborates in expert groups of the 
European Commission.

In January, the european Commissioner for Science, research 
and Innovation, Carlos Moedas, appointed you to the group 
of 15 high representatives for the european Innovation Coun-
cil. what can european science and the Commissioner, as well 
as the european Commission, expect from this group and, of 
course, what can Slovenia expect? 
Europe is home to many outstanding innovators, but great ideas 
alone are not enough to break through in the globalised world. 
Success depends on the regulatory environment, access to finan-
cial resources and the market, to consider just a few factors. For 
this reason Commissioner Moedas has specifically placed innova-
tion at the centre of his mandate, and our group, together with the 
Commission, will focus on how Europe can become a better space 
for the start-up and growth of companies aiming to create new 
markets and developing breakthrough technologies. however, 
the group has not started work yet, so we still do not have any 
concrete proposals. 

as for what this project holds for Slove-
nia, it is important to stress that we are 
members of a group of independent ex-
perts and are not representing our own 
countries. 

i see the group mainly wielding influence in the area of new op-
portunities for Slovenian companies in the European environ-
ment, and in the past they have shown themselves well able to 
take advantage of that. For example, we are already one of the 
most successful countries in Europe with regard to making use of 
the European instrument to support innovative companies, the 
SME instrument.

As part of the horizon 2020 programme, last year the euro-
pean Commission recognised the Slovenian project Innore-
new Coe, which is headed by the University of primorska in 
cooperation with seven partners from Slovenia and the ger-
man Fraunhofer Institute, as one of the ten most outstanding 
projects in the eU. how do you regard this kind of project, and 
this recognition, and what does it mean for Slovenia? 
in terms of sustainable construction, the innorenew Centre of Ex-
cellence is exceptionally important for Slovenia. it has been set up 
well – with the aid of international experts and supported through 
generous funding from the horizon 2020 EU research Programme 
and structural funds. a key element that can contribute to the suc-
cess of the Centre is the long-term commitment of the state and 
the involvement of the excellent Fraunhofer research institute, 

dr. Jana Kolar
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which can contribute to the better management of the Centre. 
however, i would like the best practices seen here to be applied to 
the entire support system for science and innovation in Slovenia, 
and not just in one centre. 

your time as head of the Science directorate and Technology 
at the former Ministry of higher education, Science and Tech-
nology, saw a rise in the number of projects co-financed by 
european funding for centres of excellence and competence. 
how do you see the contributions of such centres to Slovenian 
science today? 
our centres of excellence were set up in a very similar way to the 
previously mentioned innorenew. The primary aim was to sup-
port excellent science, which Slovenia funds significantly bellow 
the European average. This is also reflected in the number of re-
cipients of prestige projects from the European research Council, 
where we remain among the least successful countries. a lack of 
political will and the global financial crisis gave rise to the decision 
to halt the financing of all the centres after four years. despite their 
numerous achievements, this was really too short a period to see 
the full effects that could have been achieved. 

Since autumn 2015 you have been the executive director of 
CerIC, the Trieste-based consortium of european research 
infrastructure that links together seven countries. would you 
say that this project links the scientific excellence of the seven 
countries? 
More than that, it links together global scientific excellence. our 
calls enable the best researchers in the world – in the opinion of 
international evaluators – to have free access to the consortium’s 
research equipment and expertise. access is not just limited to 
members of the consortium, since our main objective is excellent 
science. an added value is better science and more effective use 
of the invested funds, along with greater connectedness of con-
sortium researchers on the European and world levels. This leads 
to more international research projects, and a wider network of 
industrial users.

what is the difference between being head of the Science and 
Technology directorate in the Slovenian government, where 
you worked to create the best possible conditions for science, 

and being director of a consortium that operates internation-
ally in science? In your current work, do you often encounter 
issues related to the adequate financing of science and re-
search?
There’s a big difference. it’s not just that CEriC is international, it’s 
also a research organisation. While i created support for research-
ers at the ministry, i am now a user of those services. of course the 
knowledge and experience i acquired now help me to understand 
and communicate with policy-makers. Just as i did before, i cur-
rently have outstanding colleagues, and that makes dealing with 
challenges easier.

In the 21st century, science seems to have no limits, be it in 
research, boldness and international connections. In the area 
of science, is europe and ultimately the world one large, un-
limited research laboratory? 
in terms of science and art, national borders have long been pretty 
much erased, but today the world is even more connected than 
ever. a good example of this is CErN, where they discovered the 
higgs boson and invented the worldwide web. 

its membership includes 22 countries, 
and just a few months ago Slovenia be-
came an associate member. 

another interesting development is the construction of the syn-
chrotron in Jordan, which is progressing with the support of nu-
merous countries in the region, including israel, Palestine, Cyprus 
and Turkey. This is a good example of the connecting role of sci-
ence, which finds a common language even in conflict zones.

what’s it like being a woman in science? Is this even an issue 
any more for europe and the world? 
This is always a very topical question. The gender gap is particu-
larly pronounced in senior positions, such as full professorships, 
or in heading up groups at research institutes. Based on gender, in 
the past i frequently heard doubts about my suitability for a par-
ticular position, or about my suitability in spite of gender. But this 
is a complex topic that would require a longer answer.

She is currently also a member of the high-level expert 
body advising the austrian Minister responsible for 
Science and a member of the horizon 2020 advisory group 
innovation in small and medium-sized enterprises.
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Now in his third term in office, dr. Jadran lenarčič heads the biggest and most 
influential research body in the country, the Jožef Stefan institute – the leading 
body of Slovenian science. he is a doctor of electrical engineering, and gained 
international recognition through his research on robotics, principally investigat-
ing biorobotics and humanoid robots. he lectures at universities in Slovenia and 
is a guest professor abroad, and as a valued expert holds various offices in inter-
national organisations involved in science and research. he was also the initiator 
and head of a series of symposiums that serve to present the latest findings in the 
area of robot kinematics.

lenarčič first took over as director of the Jožef Stefan institute 
(JSi) in 2005. Since then he has taken part in working groups to 
overhaul higher education and research legislation, as well as in a 
number of councils in ministries and other bodies in Slovenia. in 
the assessment of European research institutes, universities and 
other organisations involved in science and research, the Jožef 
Stefan institute is ranked a high 37th place. The Thomson reuters 
agency, which verifies publications and citations of scientific ar-
ticles, found that, compared to the German Max Planck institute, 
the los alamos laboratory in the USa and CNrS, the most dis-
tinguished French research centre, JSi took third place after the 
German and american institutes, and ahead of the French one. 
The agency’s data shows that the institute’s most successful field 
is physics, which in terms of the number of researchers employed 
has achieved even more published articles than the physicists 
from the other three institutes. JSi as a whole is also more suc-
cessful in terms of how much money it spends on research.

you proposed a change to the system of financing. 
apart from the fact that the volume of funding for scientific 
and technological research in Slovenia is low, our system also 
has some structural faults. Similar institutions around the world 
also receive institutional funding, while we obtain income only 
through projects, in other words, only competitively. The com-
petitive method does have a range of good points, since it forces 
us to be constantly ‘in shape’, but it prevents the institute from 

implementing its own development policy. The director and sci-
entific council actually have no money available to guide the in-
stitute, only the researchers have money for their projects.

you strongly emphasise that an awareness of the role of 
science, research, creativity and knowledge in the broader 
sense has been lost, or at least been subsumed in all the so-
cial subsystems, and even in science itself. 
yes, that is true. Sadly the attention and functioning of Slovenian 
society have been redirected to what are in my opinion less im-
portant and non-developmental topics. We are occupied with 
more or less populist issues that attract media attention. But what 
we want is for Slovenians to finally focus their minds on their fate, 
on how to improve conditions and to involve all the potential 
we possess in our own development. here i see the key role of 
scientific and technological research as a basis for economic and 
broader social development. above all i want to experience the 
mental breakthrough i have been awaiting for at least 25 years. 

Just these few facts point to a valued scientist whose views 
are always clear, sharp and committed to scientific truth.
My heart is in my work, otherwise i would not be here, that’s all. 
and we need to protect the best that we have. We have quite a 
few leading researchers and outstanding achievements that are, i 
would stress, not so much fruits of the system but of spontaneous 
ideas. i am talking mainly about the successes of individuals, and 

Outstanding achievements, breaking out of 
the box and into new, untamed dimensions

VESNa ŽarKoVič
Photo: STa

PRof. DR. JaDRaN lENaRčič

Prof. dr. Jadran lenarčič
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not of some organised innovative system. Basic, applied and de-
velopmental research is pursued quite randomly. Fortunately our 
institute goes beyond the average, but still we want the system 
to be set up in a more integrated way, as was set out in Slovenia’s 
research and innovation strategy. of course we would need ad-
ditional money for a radical change to the system of innovation. 
Today the cost of one coffee per month per inhabitant would cov-
er a fundamental shift. We also need to be more aware that the 
results of science are not evident in the short term, this is always 
long-term work that usually has a lot of indirect effects. of course, 
we are also not yet a knowledge-based society, in the noblest 
sense of the term. and local knowledge is only worth something 
if it can compete with knowledge internationally.

you employ young people, the most talented people with su-
perlative knowledge, and they are ready to compete with the 
whole world. 
The Swiss, for instance, see clearly that they will be winners if they 
have good science. Each individual there understands that. here, 
sadly there is no such understanding. Perhaps as a nation we 
have trouble accepting the fact that science is in essence abstract, 
since it deals with something that does not yet exist, but will do 
later. you can only understand the role of science when you look 
ahead, when you have vision. and this is what we lack. 

your institute ranks among the most prominent in europe 
and the world, so there are probably no major issues with re-
gard to its good leadership.
our institute is something special, even just because of its size. We 
employ nearly 1,000 people and we are the only multidisciplinary 
research institute in Slovenia. This critical mass of people cre-
ates a strong spirit of cooperation among different groups, some 
healthy competition and a constant proving of ourselves, which 
generates good results. We are most certainly special, since there 
is no comparable institute in Europe. Within Europe that makes us 
very strong, and in European projects we are one of the most suc-
cessful partners and also the most successful in securing funds, 
although we operate with much less money than comparable 
institutions in Germany or Switzerland. 

So the secret of your institute is the high motivation of the 
people? 
absolutely. Employment at our institute is a great privilege. if for 
no other reason than there is an extensive selection process be-
fore you get in here. First you have to be the best student, doc-
toral student and later post-doctoral researcher, then you have to 
have a special character, a sense of belonging to the profession of 
scientist or researcher, and you have to be prepared to live that 
character. our institute is a truly specific environment. it compris-
es a mass of people involved in physics, chemistry, biology and 
information technology, the environment, automation, nuclear 
technology and so on. There are a lot of young people, and a fifth 
of the employees are foreign researchers. This environment cre-
ates the spirit that is not simply an institute, but the Jožef Stefan 
institute. 

As demonstrated, of course, by you. you are in your third term 
as head of JSI, and you have been employed there since the 
very beginning of your career, which is now winding down. 
your one, first and last job.
My contribution to the institute definitely includes loyalty. We 
have a saying: once an institute guy, always an institute guy. Even 
people who have only been here a short time like to come back 
and maintain ties. it is a kind of cultural phenomenon. The very 
first director, anton Peterlin, said that JSi is not just a scientific but 
also a cultural centre. and this is one of my main missions – to 
make it a cultural centre. We have constantly been cultivating 
this spirit, in part because we bear the name of the most famous 
Slovenian of all time, Jožef Stefan. all over the world, everyone 
knows Stefan’s law. 

you speak of a cultural institution, but how close is science to 
culture?
Culture is all too often mistakenly understood only as art. Culture 
is something much broader. our institute for instance is a centre 
of natural science and technical culture. Furthermore, as is well 
known, a major fine art gallery is housed at JSi, complete with per-
manent exhibitions, and we collaborate with the Ministry of Cul-
ture. our employees become socially engaged in various events 
that are not just about science. We will soon be planning Stefan 

J. lenarčič is the initiator and chairman of advances in 
robot Kinematics. arK is a series of international symposia, 
the first was organized in 1988 in ljubljana and the last in 
2012 in innsbruck (austria). Many new discoveries in this 
area were first reported in arKs.
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days, where we open our door to the public. at such events we 
are not just talking about science and research; this year for in-
stance, we will discuss the current state of Slovenian society, or 
real virtuality as i have called it.

real virtuality?
We live in a time when news, aided by social media, spreads very 
rapidly, regardless of whether it is true or not. This becomes real-
ity, because it has a real influence on our life, and instead of us 
dealing with the real, we deal with the virtual. This engenders 
the spread of lies and artificial self-images, where we can all be 
anything. This is becoming an integral part of the society of real 
virtuality.

you seem to be a researcher with a heart and soul.
i am truly a researcher in all areas of my life. Wherever i arrive, i 
start looking for changes, most especially in the sense of design. i 
come from the coastal city of Koper, where as a child i lived in sur-
roundings marked by Venetian architecture. That has also fired my 
imagination. Even Einstein said that knowledge is limited, while 
imagination embraces the entire world. i also experience things 
in this sense – a researcher with all the dimensions elements, per-
severance and dedication to work – through imagination and vi-
sion, which leads and guides you. Creativity is the foundation in 

science and art, since it enables outstanding achievements and 
breaking out of the box and into new untamed dimensions. The 
opposite of this is being obtuse and closed. Creativity develops 
better where doubt is permitted and where making mistakes is 
not prohibited, where there is less conformism and stubbornness, 
and more freedom and interchange. i see the status of a true sci-
entist as being someone who enjoys to the maximum everything 
they do and constantly questions their own achievements. and 
the progress of the individual, group, society and all of civilisation 
relies on the outstanding achievements of creative people in all 
realms of human endeavour. 

you are not one of those people who see work as an imposi-
tion.
No, no, far from it! Sometimes someone tells me that it must be 
hard in such a demanding job to cultivate my artistic efforts. i 
would simply die if i could no longer do all of that. it is my obses-
sion, who i am. 

As an amateur painter, and also a member of the fine artists 
society, even without any formal training in art, you probably 
experience the world in images.
in my head i am constantly creating images, which if i do not put 
them on canvas, stay in my head. i have painted all my life. it has 
been my love ever since childhood. i do abstract painting, since 
that allows me greater creativity. images of Venetian Koper from 
my childhood continually appear to me – streets, houses, church-
es, chimneys, of which no two are the same, the sound of birds, 
the splashing of the waves in the marina, the smell of decompo-
sition from the sea, the ship horns as they enter the harbour... i 
paint all these images and feelings on my canvases. i thought 
about studying painting, but i was afraid that i would lose a large 
part of my other talents, plus, how would i survive? i was even in-
terested in studying philosophy and sociology, and that breadth 
comes in handy nowadays in establishing contact with people.

Clearly your parents did not clip your wings through the 
wrong kind of upbringing.
They never made anything forbidden to me. My parents were 

extremely interesting personalities, very sharp. They allowed and 
permitted me anything. it is true that as a child i would not take 
orders from anyone, but i always felt like an adult. at that time i 
did not want to be a child, but now i am increasingly recognising 
the child in me. i am convinced that the most creative person is 
the one that manages to keep the child in themselves. We were 
a family in which creativity was cultivated, and i am extremely 
grateful to my parents for this. There is greater creativity in envi-
ronments where there is greater knowledge, diversity and fresh 
air blowing through, where there is culture disposed to the mus-
es. Knowledge, diversity and culture are three sides of the pool of 
outstanding achievements. Science and art are both creative and 
intellectual processes. all of this is encouraged by a kind of inner 
muse, an impulse, something irrational. Scientists are also drawn 
to be creative by an artistic muse, a desire for something new that 
no one has yet created. This is the same process in both the artist 
and scientist. 

It seems your fundamental method of work is the complete 
freedom to create, so you agree that the director should leave 
researchers in peace and not get in the way of their work.
and allow open discussion at all levels. i am convinced that im-
portant social issues should not be decided upon only by politi-
cians or economists, but also people who are active in society. 

how do you respond to the question of how to help the econ-
omy to become more competitive with the help of science? 
Basic scientific research and linking science to the economy are 
key to the future development of Slovenia. Given that in our so-
ciety the concept of science is conceived in very abstract terms, 
it is not enough to just be aware that knowledge contributes to 
success in all areas, including the economy, culture and social se-
curity. 

how do you predict science developing in the future? 
The greatest scope for development lies in nanotechnology, 
which offers the possibility of understanding processes on the 
atomic and sub-atomic levels, while robotics also has enormous 
development potential, since in everyday life there will be robots 

that are similar to people. We will see the development of a ci-
vilisation of robots that will communicate with each other, and 
the human-machine connection has a big future. New materials, 
biochemistry and information technology will also feature in this.

what are your thoughts about Silicon Valley?
i am convinced that we already have a Silicon Valley in Slovenia, 
or are very close to having one. i mean the Vič district of ljubljana, 
since it is home to all the technology and natural science facul-
ties, as well as research institutes. i am certain that such an area 
will draw in people from all over the world. We need to invest in 
that environment, in the infrastructure and urban planning. The 
preconditions are already in place – principally the people.

And your wishes for three years’ time, when you are retired?
That i will never again in my life have to put on a suit and tie. in 
shorts and T-shirt, spattered with paint, and a brush in my hand, i 
want to spend creative years with paints and enjoy it to the maxi-
mum.

at the Jožef Stefan institute, scientists deal with myste-
rious nanotechnologies, biotechnologies, computer al-
gorithms and particle accelerators. They collaborated in 
discovering the higgs boson and clarifying the question 
of where antimatter has gone in the universe. For both 
they can claim a small piece of the Nobel prizes. They also 
created a self-cleaning cover for cotton fabric, an atlas of 
Slovenian science, and they the Slovenian meteorite, the 
Jezersko meteorite. 

Three of the most prominent achievements of JSi in the 
past year have been in the fields of physics, chemistry 
and iT. The first one is the fastest computer memory in 
the world. The potential from this discovery is enormous, 
since memory speed is now the main obstacle to the fur-
ther development of computers. The other achievement 
was in the area of piezo-electric materials, where scien-
tists at JSi explained how their properties depend on the 
impurities they contain. The third important achieve-
ment was the miniature ECG heartbeat sensor, which a 
Slovenian company will manufacture. This is a personal 
sensor that collects vital data about heart function via a 
mobile phone. all three achievements are breakthroughs 
in the world of science and technology. 
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MaRKo GRobElNiK

digital Ambassador
daNila GoloB

Photo: PErSoNal arChiVES
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in September 2016, the government appointed Marko Grobelnik as 
the country’s digital ambassador, who will promote e-inclusion for all 

during his four-year term.

The new ambassador is a scientist who specialises in artificial intel-
ligence. he works with tech giants and has a great deal of interna-
tional experience. he works at the Jožef Stefan institute, as head 
of the artificial intelligence laboratory, and among others col-
laborates closely with Stanford University and University College 
london. his solutions are used by several well-known companies 
around the world, including Microsoft and British Telecom. Gro-
belnik has also founded two companies, Cycorp Europe and Quin-
telligence, which are involved in artificial intelligence research and 
development.

The role of the digital ambassador is fairly broad, since it also in-
cludes working with European politicians, networking with the 
business sector, science and education, and setting up instru-
ments that are designed to raise awareness that digital technol-
ogy is a part of our lives. according to the new ambassador, the 
digital transformation process has been under way for 30 years 
and now is part of our everyday lives. 

Grobelnik says that digital technology is 
not something to be afraid of, since it cre-
ates a wealth of opportunities for a bet-
ter life. it is simply a tool for making our 
lives easier.

dIgITAl SlOVeNIA

one important function of his ambassadorship is promoting Slo-
venia’s positive features and the areas in which we excel. he thinks 
we have a lot to be proud of. he sees a great deal of positive devel-
opments, people, trends and happenings which most Slovenians 
don’t even know about. We have a good education system, our 
companies are competitive, and we are good in science, but we 
are lacking in the commercial aspect. We are not very skilled at 
selling, but we know how to make things, which makes us very 
competitive on a global level. Slovenia ranks at the very top of 
European Union countries in terms of number of researchers per 
capita working on EU projects. We are also ranked high in terms of 
use of mobile technology and the internet. We are quite good in 
innovative technologies, which often come from small groups of 
people. The startup culture is also developing nicely. There are a 
lot of Slovenians who push the envelope and drive development 
forward, and who are very progressive, says Grobelnik, who hopes 
to use his position to channel positive opinions and form connec-
tions among people.

he says that he is already holding discussions with various stake-
holders in the field of digital technology in Slovenia. he also took 
part in a government delegation tour of Silicon Valley, and will 
meet with the digital ambassadors of other European countries.

as ambassador, Grobelnik would like to promote e-inclusion for 
all, even those who avoid digital technology for various reasons, 
usually because of a lack of knowledge or access, or due to fear 
cultural isolation, lifestyle factors, etc. he wants to teach each of 
these groups in a different way, using a small-steps approach. 

The INTellIgeNCe OF The preSeNT ANd FUTUre

Since the dawn of the computer age, scientists and philosophers 
have debated whether it is possible to create a system that will act 
intelligently. artificial intelligence (ai) has become very popular in 
the last few years, and is showing up with increasing frequency in 
numerous cutting-edge solutions within the tech industry. Today, 
computers are good at speech recognition. They are more power-
ful, they can handle huge amounts of data, and almost everyone 
uses smartphones, which are as powerful as the fastest comput-
ers in the world from the mid-1980s. Speech recognition, image 
recognition, and all of the sensors which allow us to observe our 
living and working environments, all fall under the category of 
artificial intelligence, says Grobelnik, who adds that artificial intel-
ligence is at work behind every single Google search – when we 
type a keyword and click “search”, a lot of what we call artificial in-
telligence goes on in the background. 

Slovenia is way ahead in terms of the 
number of ai researchers per capita, as 
we have been working in this field since 
the late 1970s. 

Grobelnik says that around 150 people work in ai in Slovenia, and 
notes that this is a very broad field, which includes everything 
from linguistic analysis to deductive logic, learning, statistics, and 
so on.

as Slovenia’s national digital ambassador, Marko Grobelnik says 
that the advances in technology, communication and transport 
that have changed the structure of labour in the past 15 or 20 
years are nothing new, as this also happened during the industrial 
revolution. he also says that innovation always has the potential to 
provide new opportunities.dr. Marko Grobelnik
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aN ExtRaoRDiNaRy REsEaRCh by thE NatioNal iNstitutE of 
ChEMistRy iN lJublJaNa 

New contribution of Slovenian science to the 
cellular treatment of inflammatory diseases

PoloNa PrEšErEN
Photo: TaMiNo PETEliNšEK/STa

The group of Slovenian scientists created the prototype of a cellular 
device that is inserted into the organism, and then functions auto-
matically as a prosthetic organ. Staff of the department of Synthet-
ic Biology and immunology at the institute report that they have 
modified human cells so that they can independently recognise 
inflammation processes in the body and begin producing and se-
creting anti-inflammatory proteins as treatment. This involves cellu-
lar therapy, where capsules containing modified cells are placed in 
the body, and they begin secreting therapeutic proteins only when 
inflammation occurs. The cells are protected in porous capsules 
against their own immune system, so the same type of cell can be 
used for all patients, which could increase the accessibility of cellu-
lar treatment. Through the porous capsules the cells can receive nu-
trition, and upon activation they secrete therapeutic proteins such 
as antibodies that neutralise inflammation, in a similar way to bio-
logical medicines for the treatment of inflammatory intestinal dis-
eases. The cellular device therefore spends most of the time waiting 
and sensing in the body, checking on the state of any inflammation. 
it is triggered automatically if inflammation occurs, and then begins 
secreting the medication.

Staff at the institute of Chemistry staff say that the cells can detect 
inflammation even before the patient or doctor are aware of it, 
and this is particularly important in reducing the negative effects 
of such events. researchers have tested the system on cell cultures 
and in pre-clinical trials on an animal model of inflammatory intes-
tinal disease, and the results show that if the capsules containing 
cells are placed inside the stomach cavity then they can prevent 
injury to the intestines. 

“This is a demonstration of the use of advanced approaches to syn-
thetic biology in medicine, although we will need a lot of improve-
ments before such a system is actually usable to treat humans. 
The main credit for this achievement goes to anže Smole, a young 
Slovenian researcher who is now in the USa taking post-doctoral 
training at the University of Pennsylvania, where he is researching 
immunotherapy for cancer in one of the leading groups in this field. 
We hope that in a few years he will bring his wealth of experience 
back to Slovenia. it would be nice if until then we could take ad-
vantage of our knowledge, and in cooperation with physicians start 
treating Slovenian patients with lymphomas through immunother-
apy,” said roman Jerala, who headed the project. 

what is involved in this work?
The conceptual basis for the research was set out by dr. anže 

Smole in his doctoral thesis under the mentorship of roman Jerala, 
while duško lainšček, Urban Bezeljak and Simon horvat were co-
authors. as Smole said for the Multimedia Centre of rTV Slovenia, 
“this involves engineering mammal cells, which we deliberately 
modify by teaching them to perform new or additional functions, 
which we can use for therapeutic purposes.”

The research itself lasted four years, since it involves very complex 
matters. Producing modified cells required the coordination of in-
dividual modules, ranging from the sensor that detects inflamma-
tion, to the amplifier of the combination of therapeutic proteins 
and other experiments, including modelling. The most important 
contribution for this last part came from Urban Bezeljak, who is cur-
rently pursuing a doctorate at the famed institute of Science and 
Technology (iST) in austria.

a paper entitled A Synthetic Mammalian Therapeutic Gene Circuit 
for Sensing and Suppressing Inflammation by authors anže Smole, 
duško lainšček, Urban Bezeljak, Simon horvat and roman Jerala 
was published in the January edition of the distinguished scientific 
journal Molecular Therapy. 

what does this discovery mean for the treatment of diseases? 
as Jerala explains, “this achievement represents a prototype for a 
cellular device for treating inflammatory as well as other diseases, 
where we used cells to function as diagnostic media and as an au-
tonomous smart device for local production and dosing of medica-
tion. 

cellular therapy is in fact still in its infan-
cy, and for the moment significantly less 
modified cells are used, for instance, to 
treat cancer.      

Undoubtedly, though, with this approach we have shown the 
possibilities for the future development of treatment.”

Currently there is no realistic possibility for the discovery or device 
they used in the research project to become an actual clinical treat-
ment. “We would need to make stable cells and carry out a range of 
safety tests before human use. it is, however, highly probably that 
similar cellular devices will start to be used in clinical medicine in 
the coming decades,” added Jerala. 

Slovenian scientists 
working under the 
aegis of the National 
institute of Chemistry 
in ljubljana recently 
published the results 
of research signalling 
a major advance in the 
biological treatment of 
inflammatory diseases. 
The research was con-
ducted in the depart-
ment of Synthetic Biol-
ogy and immunology 
under the leadership 
of roman Jerala. 

dr. roman Jerala.
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MiNi MaKER faiRE lJublJaNa

The biggest innovations, 
technology and crafting event
BarBi SEME
Photo: MaKEr MEdia arChiVES Mini Maker Faires are events run on the global Maker Media platform, which use 

local festivals to link makers into a global network. The events are geared primar-
ily towards innovation, and present makers exploring new forms and methods of 
production, along with new technologies. But the events are not only for techni-
cal novels, as they present innovations and experimental works drawn from the 
entire spectrum of science, engineering, art, society and handicrafts. 

wheN CUrIOSITy, reSeArCh ANd CreATIVITy FINd A COM-
MON pATh, TrUe deVelOpMeNT CAN eMerge

This year Slovenia is joining the Maker network for the first time. 
Many Slovenian organisations, companies and project teams are al-
ready long-time exhibitors and visitors of Maker Faires held abroad, 
and their innovations are making an important contribution to 
global development. Now such groups and individuals can dem-
onstrate their achievements in their home environment, and the 
event will bring in other Slovenian makers and also host those from 
other nations. 

one of the important aims of the event is 
linking and cooperation, and to that end 
numerous partners have already joined 
the organisation.    

Credit for bringing the Maker Faire to Slovenia goes to the team at 
Zavod 404 (institute 404), which started working on running the 
event back in 2015, and obtained a licence last year. The potential 
offered by this event has also been recognised by the Slovenian 
Government, which has become its patron. The Ministry of Eco-
nomic development and Technology, the Ministry of Education, 
Science and Sport, and the Ministry of Culture are also participat-
ing. high-quality content, modern approaches to education and in-
ter-sectoral links will be provided at the event by the co-organisers, 
who are already filling Slovenia with this kind of work, with teams 
coming from Poligon, ljudmila, Kibla, roglab, Makerlab from the 
Electrical Engineering Faculty, and rampa. 

OpeN Up ANd CONNeCT

The founders of the Maker Faire network say that such events are 
‘the Greatest Show (and Tell) on Earth—a family-friendly festival of 
invention, creativity and resourcefulness, and a celebration of the 
Maker movement’. This will also be the guiding orientation of the 
event in Slovenia, although it will have a special focus on the area 
of education, and will organise numerous workshops, lectures and 
demonstrations to achieve its goals in this regard. The organizers 
believe that education is the component that provides the impor-
tant links among the various elements of the event, and thus visi-
tors will not only be observers, but will also be active participants in 
a range of fascinating activities.

The event will bring together three key areas of society – the econ-
omy, education and culture. Mini Maker Faire ljubljana will not just 
open up Slovenia internationally, it will also offer the chance for in-
dividual the various sectors involved to gain insights into how they 
all function together, and for them to share their experience and 
knowledge in this regard. The guiding principle for the organisa-
tion and implementation of the event is ‘open up and connect’. dur-
ing the event it will be possible to see technological innovations, 
modern artistic approaches and new educational methods, using 
state-of-the-art content, all in one place. The potential to achieve 
greater connectedness among the participants is one of the main 
goals of the event.

ObSerVe, leArN ANd MAke!

More than 100 exhibitors will present their products and describe 
how they operate. These will come from a wide variety of back-
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grounds, ranging from globally recognised companies to makers 
operating out of their garages. Visitors will have the chance to 
learn about the development and production of various items, as 
well as the related research processes. For this reason the event 
encourages a free flow of ideas and knowledge, and offers a 
healthy incentive to further progress and development. Visitors 
will also be able to learn more from the developers of 3d tech-
nology, cognitive analysis projects, didactic robots, automated 
vehicles and many other innovative projects.

Moreover, visitors will also get to play the part of makers. 

Practical activities will be organised for 
all those who are encountering specific 
content for the first time, as well as for 
those wishing to build on their existing 
knowledge.     

Participants will learn the basics of electrical engineering, pro-
gramming, the use of modern computer-guided machines, and 
be able to observe chemical and physical experiments and dem-
onstrations of the operation of new, technologically perfected 
products. There will be speakers, details of successful crowdfund-
ing campaigns, presentations of the working of ‘fabrication labo-
ratories,’ and the new of the latest scientific and technological 
research.

Modern artistic practices will be another focus of the event, pre-
senting the work of both local and foreign artists. The conference 
will examine issues such as the demystification of modern tech-
nology, group creative approaches and the popularisation of diy 
(do it yourself ) and diTo (do it together) making.

The evening events will be enhanced by stage performances, and 
the digital visualisations of makers will be accompanied by musi-
cal artists making use of different approaches to creating sounds. 
The use of instruments such as typewriters, theremins and digital 
drums will likely inspire some the participants to dance.

CAll FOr MAkerS

Up to the end of april, anyone who wants to present their innova-
tions and work at the event can submit an application at ljubljana.
makerfaire.com. all producers of high-quality content character-
ised by social responsibility and a spirit of advancement are invited 
to participate in this project. 

Finally, who is a ‘maker’? For this event it is any creative individual, 
group or organisation that develops, researches and tries out new 
solutions, creates unique products, develops social models and 
passes on their knowledge, thereby helping to create a better to-
day and tomorrow. 

FOr A CreATIVe TOMOrrOw

The open synergy among the participants speaks to everyone who 
wants to be a part of the future and direct how it progresses. as 
a blend of scientific, entrepreneurial, artistic and educational pur-
suits, the Maker Faire offers much to anyone seeking to make new 
discoveries. it points a way forward for education and employment, 
encourages young people to opt for research, and above all sup-
ports active makers who stand as a model of best practices in their 
respective fields.

Since the event is intended for a wider au-
dience, it aims to enhance both popular 
and scientific understanding of the focal 
issues.     

it will therefore appeal to all types of people, regardless of age, eco-
nomic status, professional field or level of education. While most 
events operate within clearly defined limits, at the Faire various 
new developments from different fields will be presented together, 
thereby creating numerous opportunities for new collaborations. 
The organisers hope that the event will create an impetus in society 
and political circles in generate further change through practical, 
direct examples. overall, its primary aim is to strengthen curiosity, 
research and the free flow of ideas, knowledge and experience.

This event showcases products like Unusual Tools 
or Machines, Music Performances and Participation, 
Bicycles, Electric Vehicles, Sustainability & Green 
Tech, home Energy Monitoring etc. in the Gifts & 
handicrafts, iT & Technology industries.
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Nearly 200 exceptional young people

NaTaša GErKEš

at the end of the year the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport holds 
a now traditional reception for pupils and students who have attained 
outstanding results in international knowledge competitions. 

From year to year the number of participants has grown, and at the 
last such event, held in december 2016 and hosted on the premis-
es of the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport by Minister Maja 
Makovec Brenčič, there were 150. Their stories show that knowl-
edge and successful young people come from all parts of Slovenia. 

The young people who attended had 
achieved their results in competitions 
covering a wide variety of fields.   

Students of the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics at the Uni-
versity of ljubljana took second place in an international compe-
tition for maths students. a group of students from the ljubljana 
Faculty of law won first place in a competition on European law 
held in luxembourg. Students from the academy of Fine art and 
design found success in an industrial design competition held in 
hanover, in an international glass exhibition in denmark, and in 
an international competition for scientific illustration. a student 
from the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Technology won a sil-
ver medal in the international chemistry olympics, while another 
from the Faculty of Computer and information Science won first 
place in a Painter by Numbers competition. a group of students 
from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the University of lju-
bljana came up with a winning project, Think again, in the regional 
oSCE competition Challenging Extremism, held in hamburg. They 
developed an algorithm for assessing the level of fear expressed 
in media texts, and this was chosen as the best out of 47 projects.

For several years, students from the Faculty of Mechanical Engi-
neering in Maribor have been collaborating on an international 
project known as Formula Student. Each year the team aims to 
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construct from scratch a racing car they then use to compete with 
in competitions around Europe. in another achievement, a female 
student from the Maribor Faculty of Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science was the first woman to win first place in the 
competition for student scientific articles that was part of the 25th 
international Electrotechnical and Computer Science Conference, 
ErK 2016. a team of students from the Maribor Faculty of law won 
the title Best University delegation in the international competi-
tion MUNlawS.

Students from the Faculty of Mathematics, Natural Science and 
information Technologies at the University of Primorska achieved 
an outstanding ranking in the international Mathematics Competi-
tion for University Students, and in the international Space apps 
Challenge 2016.
 
in addition to the achievements detailed above, talented young 
people from all over Slovenia competed and achieved outstand-
ing results in numerous other competitions: the Maths olympics, in 
the subjects of physics and geography at the international Science 
olympics, in the young scientists competition, in the Science and 
art olympics, the international linguistics olympics, the interna-
tional Computer olympics, the international Biology olympics, the 
international Chemistry olympics, and many more besides. 

SUCCeSSFUl yOUNg peOple Are prOOF OF edUCATIONAl 
exCelleNCe

at the reception held to honour these achievements, Minister Mak-
ovec Brenčič said that such successful young people prove that the 
Slovenian education and research system is in good health, as it en-
ables people to acquire an enormous range of knowledge and skills.  

outstaNDiNG REsults iN iNtERNatioNal KNowlEDGE 
CoMPEtitioNs

Minister Maja Makovec Brenčič vith young people. 
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young Slovenians were extremely successful in the Euroskills European competition in vocational skills, held in Sweden.  Ten 
Slovenian participants competed for titles in nine sectors: decorating, floristry, iCT specialists, stonemasonry, cabinet making, 
joinery, painting and decorating, cooking and restaurant service. in the category of architectural stonemasonry, the Slovenian 
competitors won the silver medal, and in iCT and joinery the Slovenian competitors won medals for excellence. The principal aim 
of the competition is to promote vocations for which there is currently a shortage of skilled workers. 

The synthetic biology student project competition iGEM dates back ten years. last year, 300 teams from distinguished universi-
ties around the world took part in the competition from 27 to 31 october. in the past, Slovenian teams have done exceptionally 
well (winning the Grand Prize in 2006, 2008, and 2010, and second place in 2012). This year’s team comprised 12 students from 
the Biotechnical Faculty, the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Faculty of Comput-
er and information Science and the Faculty of Medicine. They named their project Sonicell, and worked with one of the hardest 
challenges in synthetic biology, accelerating the response speed to signals from the surrounding environment from several hours 
or days to just a few minutes or seconds. Their project won first place in the area of Fundamental Progress.

a team of students from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the University of ljubljana and their mentors from the 
robotics laboratory secured third place last october in Zurich at the Cybathlon competition, in the category of robotic 
wheelchairs. one of the mentors, Jure rejc, noted that the design produced by the avalanche team could maintain broad 
usability of the wheelchair in all conditions. The competition was organised by the Swiss National Centre of Competence 
in research robotics.

However, he also noted that the system 
was only able to produce such good re-
sults because of the many very motivat-
ed and dedicated young people working 
within it.   

The Ministry will continue organizing such receptions to celebrate 
and promote the achievements of local students. Moreover, in 2017 
there are plans to extend the event it to include primary school pu-
pils, as many of these have also been achieving outstanding results 
in international knowledge competitions.
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ChaiNs of hyDRoElECtRiC PlaNts aloNG thE lowER sava

Top knowledge and care for the 
environment, working hand in hand

aNdrEJ šTriCElJ 
Photo: hESS arChiVES

The hydro power company hidroelektrarne na spodnji Savi, 
d.o.o, (hESS) is a commercial enterprise involved in construct-
ing one of the biggest projects in the field of energy and wa-
ter infrastructure in Slovenia and the wider region. 

The project is multi-purpose, and comprises the construction of five hydroelectric 
power stations along the lower Sava river, right up to the border with Croatia, and 
its extensive infrastructure also extends into the area of flood safety. The construct-
ed power plants have a total capacity of 186 MW. 

HeSS is one of those rare companies that has both 
the knowledge and experience needed to carry out 
this kind of project, and coordinate everything from 
locating the facility to constructing it, followed by the 
operation and maintenance of the hydro plant.  

another key task of the company in the project is coordinating the energy and in-
frastructure works, since the activities of both parts are connected, and thus the 
proper coordination of their implementation is all the more important.

CONSTrUCTION OF hydrO plANTS AlONg The lOwer SAVA

Every 42 months since december 2002, when the project was started, a new hy-
droelectric plant has been built, and along with all the related infrastructure along 
the river Sava, thus helping to achieve better living conditions for the local com-
munities.

The project of constructing a chain of five hydro plants along the lower Sava is eco-
nomically efficient, and principally the result of Slovenian know-how.   

This is a greenfield investment, where even before 
construction can begin there is the highly challeng-
ing procedure of locating the proposed facility in the 
physical environment.    

iN FoCUS

hPP arto-Blanca with “Fishway” 
for fish and other aquatic 
organisms.
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Using its knowledge and experience, hESS has been doing this 
successfully for a number of years. in doing so, of course, it adheres 
to all the related EU directives and the strict Slovenian legislation 
in this area. 

over the past 10 years, the construction of hydroelectric plants 
in Europe has stagnated, since all the economically attractive riv-
ers have already been exploited, and one cost of this has been a 
significant loss of knowledge about how to build such facilities. in 
this context, it is especially important that hESS is maintaining this 
knowledge. The construction of the hydro plants is carried out by 
the project being split into individual segments, which the com-
pany then integrates into a complete entity on site. This serves to 
enable direct collaboration among the project designers, supervi-
sors, equipment manufacturers, software providers, construction 
contractors and expert institutions during the actual construction, 
while the investors maintain direct control over the execution of 

the work. The result is a competitively priced hydro plant.

This project is having a positive effect on Slovenia’s energy sector, 
since it is providing the country with a growing proportion of its 
electricity from renewable sources, in line with directive 2009/28/
EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promo-
tion of the use of energy from renewable sources. at the same 
time, it is serving to provide flood protection and a regular financial 
contribution to local communities. as such, this hydro plant con-
struction project along the lower Sava is also a major stimulus for 
the local economy.                                                                                       
                                                                                                             
alongside alternative habitats, adherence to the highest environ-
mental standards has resulted in the construction of transit passag-
es for aquatic organisms next to the barriers which have a nature-
friendly appearance, and the results of several years of monitoring 
show they allow the free movement of migrating species around 

the barriers. Meanwhile the alternative habitats that were created 
during construction offer refuge to numerous species, and in this 
way increase the biodiversity in this area.

ObJeCTIVeS ANd pOSITIVe eFFeCTS OF CONSTrUCTION

The objectives of the investment that have been tracked were set 
principally in terms of the construction of new capacities for elec-
tricity generation from renewable sources, preventing floods and 
the arrangement of road and municipal infrastructure.   

indirectly, the project is also helping to 
maintain the competitiveness and abil-
ity of the Slovenian economy in the field 
of constructing major energy and water 
regulation facilities. 

The project has numerous positive effects, which can be seen in 
higher economic growth, a cleaner river owing to the treatment 
plants that have been installed, and richer groundwater. The new 
local provisions also allow the development of recreation and tour-
ism at the lakes, along the lines of the projects seen at numerous 
other lakes around the world. 

CUrreNT CONSTrUCTION STATUS OF The FIVe hydrO 
plANTS

Construction of the Boštanj, arto–Blanca and Krško plants is com-
plete. all three power plants are in full operation, while the Brežice 
plant is in the final construction phase, with technical inspection 
and then the start of trial operation envisaged for the end of Sep-
tember 2017. The last plant in the chain, at Mokrica, is in the pro-
cess of obtaining environmental approval, with construction due 
to start in 2018.

reservoir at hPP Krško with hPP 
arto - Blanca in the background.

hPP Brežice under construction 
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we measure. you grow.

TaNJa GloGoVčaN
Photo: loTrič METroloGy arChiVES

thE iNtERNatioNal suCCEss stoRy of lotRič MEtRoloGy

For nearly three decades the family company loTrič Meroslovje (loTrič 
Metrology) has performed calibration, testing and certification, and developing 
superlative, technologically perfected and yet easy to use metrology products and 
systems. They transfer knowledge, represent the best Slovenian and international 
manufacturers of metrology, pharmaceutical and laboratory technology, and 
work to promote the development and advancement of metrology.

Marko lotrič, CEo and founder of the internationally established 
group loTrič Metrology, started his independent career by open-
ing a workshop for calibrating scales, weights and pipettes. 

Today the group brings together more 
than 110 experts in the field of metrology, 
who are employed in six countries.   

in addition to the main company, loTrič Metrology, which right 
from the beginning has operated from the Selška Valley in Slovenia 
– in Kranj to be precise – there are the subsidiaries loTrič Certifici-
ranje and iskra loTrič in Podnart. The subsidiaries operate in Croa-
tia, Bosnia-herzegovina, Serbia, Macedonia and austria, where ac-
credited laboratories are set up.

All IN ONe

The company is one of the leading pro-
viders of “all in one” metrology solutions.   

This means that it covers 95 percent of the metrology needs of the 
majority of its customers, and selects and represents 30 manufac-
turers of the highest quality metrology systems. 

exACTUM MeASUreS eVeryThINg ThAT CAN be MeASUred

EXaCTUM is a smart system for full automation and automatic 
control, the fruit of the knowledge and work of the expert group 
at loTrič Metrology. it is an innovative measurement system that 
improves working processes in industry, healthcare, laboratories, 
warehouses, greenhouses, and galleries, in transport and any-
where requiring controlled conditions. it is an investment in quality 
that eases work and ensures security and comfort.

as the company explains: “This is a systemic solution that uses un-
interrupted online measurements to control the most diverse pa-
rameters such as temperature, moisture, pressure, lighting, air flow, 
meteorological parameters and the content of volatile substances 
in the air. The option of remote control enables access to results 
gathered together in one place and the monitoring of measure-
ments in real time. in the event of the set limit values of param-
eters being exceeded, EXaCTUM triggers an alarm via e-mail or 
text message that enables a timely response and rapid action. This 
advanced system also offers the possibility of automatically saving 
and generating reports and graph printouts, and thus reviewing 
the measurement history and critical events.” 

The EXaCTUM systemic solution currently provides optimal con-
ditions in 10 different countries. “We have 23 extremely satisfied 
partners and 954 measuring locations. in this our organisation 
is helped by the international standing of the loTrič Metrology 
group. With certificates in 36 countries and a QNET network of in-
ternational partners, the company provides services within the CEE 
region and beyond.” 

The firm’s references now include more 
than 12,400 companies.

QUAlITy, exCelleNCe, grOwTh

Without doubt, loTrič Meroslovje (loTrič Metrology) can be de-
scribed as one of those Slovenian companies that are synonymous 
with quality and excellence. They operate in compliance with the 
iSo 17025 and iSo 17020 standards and the EFQM model of excel-
lence. in 2012 they received the highest national recognition for 
business excellence, and a European 5–STar recognition award 
for excellence. in the same year, they also received national recog-
nition in the form of a bronze Gazela.

responsiveness, flexibility, expertise and adapting  
calibration schedule are the lotrič Metrology 
qualities which impress their clients.
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The secret of their success lies in part in collaboration and connec-
tions. 

They collaborate with 16 research insti-
tutes and universities, and have four reg-
istered patents as a result of this.    

They are co-founders of NEla, a central development centre for 
the electrical and electronics industries. Working together with the 
Jožef štefan institute, in 2011 the firm completed the project for 
an intelligent System of laboratories in healthcare – ilaB – which 
won a TaraS prize, an award for the most successful collaboration 

between the business sector and academic research environment 
in the area of innovation, development and technology. 

Growth is the shared aim of all employees, and the company is 
also aware of the important role of the individual in this process. 
“in creating the common story of a successful firm, the role of the 
individual working for the good of all is extremely important. We 
encourage the constant personal development of work colleagues 
and open up various possibilities for them to be innovative. We 
have a clearly formulated plan to promote health in the work place 
and we hold a full Family-Friendly Company certificate. We also de-
vote much attention to our common values and shared links.”
Growth is the foundation of everything the firm does, and, in con-
trast to many Slovenian companies, interest in working with them 
is growing. “last year we were joined by more than 10 new col-
leagues, including a female graduate microbiologist and graduate 
electrical engineer, a woman graduating in health, two masters of 
mechanical engineering, a woman graduating in social studies, a 
female doctor of science in the field of biomedicine, and still more 
we could list.” 

loTrič Metrology are also planning to recruit more staff this year. 
“Given the trend for the development of services and products 
that we have mapped out as part of the company strategy up to 
2020, we will employ in particular new colleagues with knowledge 
of mechatronics, electrical and mechanical engineering and bio-
science in connection with information and communication tech-
nologies (iCT). We will increasingly need knowledge in the area of 
biochemistry, where all activities in the future will be linked to iCT 
support and the programming and automation of processes that 
are part of industry 4.0.”
 
STOry OF The lITTle prINCe

often the firm are asked about the secret of their success. They re-
spond with the story of the little Prince: “The story features a fox 
who teaches the Prince that he must look with his heart, because 
the essence is invisible to the eye. But the essence of loTrič Me-
trology is very visible. The essence is us, the people. Who love to do 
what we do. and we create with love.” 

SpArkleS IN TheIr eyeS

The driving force behind loTrič Metrology’s development is their 
own innovations and culture of excellence, which ensure the com-
pany is often first on the market with new features, and that they 
offer customers superlative and reliable measurements. 

But as they themselves point out, the big-
gest secret of their success is their love of 
metrology.    

“our systems, which exceed expectations, make our eyes sparkle. 
at each moment we are ready to tune in to challenges and help 

solve them. We know very well the importance of the product, the 
production process, the logistics and each link in the chain. We un-
derstand how demanding the market is. it is clear to us that the 
products and processes must be of the highest quality. an aware-
ness of all this creates the values that we put into our collaboration.”

They add: “Companies leave the responsibility for measurements 
to us. This then frees up resources for them to focus on their core 
activities and their dynamic development. after all, on the market 
it is not just growth that counts, but the speed of development. in 
the loTrič Metrology group we believe that through our metrol-
ogy solutions we are helping to accelerate their development. our 
vision is – We measure, you grow.”

Marko lotrič, CEo and 
founder of the company

loTrič Metrology certificate
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A unique and innovative firm, offering 
living vegetables to consumers

TaNJa GloGoVčaN
Photo: PaNorGaNiC arChiVES

PaNoRGaNiC

Panorganic is a young company striving to become a sustainable and modern 
agricultural firm, with a responsibility to combine enterprise with a concern for 
nature. it’s innovative approach, which is winning over a growing number of 
households, is based on the sale of still living products. This is a business story 
that speaks of the relationships among food, the environment and cuisine, and it 
was started by young entrepreneur called Mario Kurtović.

last year Panorganic received numerous prizes for success at the 
national level, with this recognition coming after years of praise 
from consumers. in 2016 the firm received the following awards: 
young Entrepreneur 2016, a prize organized by the newspaper 
Finance Agrobiznis – and with the special recognition of “young 
and Bold”, an award from the Municipality of ljutomer for special 
achievements in the economy, and a Chamber of agriculture and 
Forestry od Slovenia prize in the category “From farm to you” for 
the company’s new approaches to agriculture.  

eNTrepreNeUrIAl IN hArMONy wITh NATUre

in order to be as nature-friendly as possible, Panorganic use mod-
ern technology that is kinder to the environment, and when the 
company’s actions do impact the surroundings, the effects are 
minimal. Panorganic is acutely aware that traditional farming is a 
source of pollution, and the firm’s practices reflect efforts to ad-
dress this issue. 

as such, the Panorganic’s vegetables are cultivated in greenhouses, 
using the technology of bioponics (recirculation hydroponics). This 
means the water in the system is continually circulating and being 
purified (without the addition of chemicals), with high water qual-
ity maintained throughout this process, comparable to that seen 
with bottled water. This technology has no negative impacts on the 
soil, water and air, since instead of chemical sprays, pesticides and 
herbicides it uses organic fertiliser and nutrients, with the firm’s let-
tuce and herbs grown without pesticides. The vegetables grow in a 
controlled environment with optimal light and temperature, and are 
protected from harmful insects and other natural dangers (acid rain, 
storms and so on). The seeds the firm uses are not genetically modi-

fied, and can thus produce more within a smaller area, while at the 
same time natural resources and biodiversity of the environment 
are protected and conserved. This is a major advance in the method 
of production, since traditional farming causes the most water pol-
lution of all industries, while modern production methods, such as 
bioponic systems, have no harmful effects on the environment.

indeed, this kind of technology is the fu-
ture of agriculture, since production is 
carried out under the careful control of 
computer systems that measure various 
conditions, such as moisture, tempera-
ture and distance.     

Based on such data Panorganic can change the opening of win-
dows and the use of heating and lighting, as needed. 

The firm summarized the process, noting: that “the lettuce and 
herbs are moved automatically in the system. They are bigger and 
spend longer travelling along the line, and there is a bigger inter-
val between them so they have enough room to grow. When they 
come to the end of the line, they are packed and taken to stores on 
the same day – in this way offering consumers fresh products full 
of nutrition. at the same time we are linked to various universities, 
faculties and experts from northern Europe that pay attention to 
the system. a major contribution to our production is made by our 
technologists, who constantly monitor plant health and various 
computer parameters, and thus maintain the flawless technical 
functioning of the greenhouse.”

The “Živa solata” (living lettuce)grow in a greenhouse 
covering an area of one hectare. Last year Panorganic 
produced more than 8,000 units of vegetables per 
day, and over the entire year this translates into 
almost three million individual heads of lettuce and 
bunches of herbs.
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as one of the team noted, since “in Slovenia we value nature, so 
people find fresh and local flavours irresistible. This year has also 
been a cold winter, and we are the only ones offering lettuce. Plus, 
these are vegetables grown without pesticides, without waste wa-
ter, in a nature-friendly bioponic system.”

eASy expANSION AbrOAd

Panorganic has already become established in the Croatian and 
Bulgarian markets. The firm’s latest conquest has been the austrian 
market, about which the firm said: “We are the only company in 
the central part of Europe to have this kind of greenhouse, and 
the lettuce, which is sold with the roots, is becoming increasingly 
popular in the more developed countries in the region. People are 
increasingly aware how many core nutrients and vitamins they 
can get from this kind of lettuce compared to a chopped lettuce 
head, which has significantly less nutritional value. For this reason 
we sent offers to austrian stores, and started cooperating with 
the rewe Group, then with hofer KG, who were persuaded by our 
product, as well as by the existing good relations with hofer Slove-
nia, which confirmed our excellent quality. We developed strong 
cooperation, and since locally produced vegetables are extremely 
important to austrian consumers (who are concerned not just with 
the country of origin, but also the region – the closer its origin, the 

more they want to buy it), we decided to build a greenhouse over 
the border.” 

regarding this expansion into the austrian market,the company 
also expressed enthusiasm for the efficiency of bureaucratic sys-
tems them needed to work with: “The Mayor of Cmurek (Mureck) 
helped us find land, and so within one month we sorted out all the 
necessary permits, bought the land and arranged everything else 
to be able to start work. The project is scheduled for completion at 
the end of april. lettuce and herbs will thus be available in austrian 
hofer at the end of May or in June. at that time we will be able to 
offer austrian consumers locally produced lettuce and herbs un-
der the life brand, and cement our position in the austrian market 
even more securely.”

Panorganic us thrilled with the positive responses and encourage-
ment received from consumes. “We are not resting on our laurels,” 
the company continued, “and are working just as hard to become 
even better, since for us being just good is not enough. We have a 
lot of ideas for the future. We are constantly thinking about food 
trends, monitoring new developments from various trade fairs and 
travelling, and perhaps a new brand or two will join our existing 
list in the near future. To be honest, we feel the sky’s the limit at the 
moment. 

The FIrST SUCCeSS wAS Česnek

Panorganic are now the biggest Slovenian producers of beans and 
garlic, as well as of lettuce and herbs, while also cultivating ameri-
can blueberries and strawberries. 

in 2011, Mario Kurtović had the idea of growing garlic, as there was 
a distinct lack of local garlic on the market, and so started selling 
his own in 2012. after launching his first brand, Česnek (česen is 
Slovenian for garlic), in 2013, something the public received very 
warmly, the company soon launched the brand Goji (organic goji 
berry fruit spread), which was then followed by other products: in 
2014 the company introduced Svet borovnic (World of Blueberries 
– american blueberries grown in Slovenia) and Fižolček – Slovenian 
beans. in 2015 they introduced the brand Živa (alive), under which 
they offer lettuce and herbs which are sold with the roots still at-
tached. over the past year their range of brands has been joined by 
a new one, Čili in feferoni (chilli and peppers).

With regard to what happens next, the company noted: “our op-
eration is of course constantly focused on the future. We want to 
work (and are working) on projects that show potential – be it to 
address a lack on the current market, or to explore a new area that 
seems promising. Everything we take on is carefully considered, 

and we focus on our partners and final customers – what do they 
need, what do they want? For the moment this approach is yield-
ing results, since stores are happy to take our produce and prod-
ucts, while shoppers are buying them and are satisfied, which is the 
most important thing.”

lIVINg leTTUCe

one of Panorganic’s most successful products is Živa solata, or liv-
ing lettuce. as the company put it: “living lettuce and herbs are 
products of the future. our greenhouse in ljutomer is unique in 
Central Europe, since it boasts the most advanced technology for 
growing lettuce and herbs. The facilities there collect rainwater, fil-
ter it and then, pure as bottled water, it arrives at the roots of the 
lettuce and herbs. The plant roots only take up as much water as 
they need, and the rest continues in the system and circulates, so 
we have no waste water.”

The team of young entrepreneurs behind 
Panorganic embarked on the project with 
great zeal, wanting to see Slovenia move 
in step with the times and international 
food trends.   

Their Česnek brand garlic is produced 
under the integrated production 
principle, and has a Global G.a.P. 
certificate, which is a mark for the 
use of good agricultural practices. 
despite making use of the latest in 
mechanisation technology, some 
tasks are performed in the traditional 
way. For example, each garlic bulb is 
still cleaned by hand, the way it was 
originally done.

Tasty, high-quality and diverse 
produce from the heart of Prlekija. 
Fresh from the sunshine, and taken 
just a few kilometres to market.
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A good business idea alone 
is not enough

wooD aND thE DiGital woRlD

PETra šolar
Photo: ToMo JESENičNiK

The first group, Freeloaders Media house, are becoming increas-
ingly established creators of visualisations, video spots, advertise-
ments and films, and the other is a master of creating chopping 
boards. What is common to these apparently entirely different 
worlds and their creators is that they are working in the Kočevje 
area, countless times they work at night, are self-taught, have in-
vested an enormous amount of time, energy and effort in their 
products, and – they are successful!

When Boštjan majcen took up a piece of 
wood in his father’s workshop five years 
ago, he was pursuing a simple creative 
guideline: make good and attractive 
chopping boards. 

Tired of sitting at the computer, of the crazy pace of life and inces-
sant deadlines, he resorted to the saw and plane. Thus was created 
the first Šavrinka (Peasant Girl), as he named the board, which took 
pride of place in a friend’s kitchen. “When Samo saw it, he asked 
how much i would charge for it. i told him the price, and he paid 
me twice as much,” says 43-year-old Majcen, warming to his story. 
Chopping boards made from walnut, maple, maple varieties, wild 
cherry and oak have been given the name Dile za darile (Boards 
as Gifts). depending on their shape, they bear names meaning 
roughly Peasant Girl, Butcher, long one, Short one, one Schnit-
zel, Suspicious and more. Their shapes are adapted to the texture 
of the wood, while the thickness of each board is based on the 
variety used. he rarely uses more exotic wood, such as kingwood. 

after one year of selling products to friends and acquaintances, 
and visiting fairs, sales grew. Boštjan admits that he had a big ad-
vantage in his 20-year experience in marketing. his main adver-
tising medium was and remains the internet. Facebook and his 
website showed photographs of his unusual chopping boards to 
the world, and later he was also helped by print media. Wooden 
chopping boards in interesting shapes are a great way to serve fin-
ger food, something this Kočevje craftsman realises. The boards, 
with their various colours and shapes, have frequently ‘posed’ with 

While a group of five people with state-of-the-art technology are creating a digi-
tal world in a former warehouse in the middle of Kočevje, four kilometres away 
Boštjan Majcen is working on wood with tools familiar to our grandfathers. 

food and ended up on the pages of cooking magazines. Moreover, 
the boards are so nice that often customers will only use one side 
for chopping sausages, cheese and vegetables, and the other side 
for serving.

hAlF A CeNTUry CApTUred IN A pIeCe OF wOOd

in the past few years the brand Dile za darile has become well-rec-
ognised, and sales have doubled several times. Boštjan had previ-
ously operated with a supplementary personal business licence, 
but last year became a full sole trader. on boards made on the 
outskirts of Kočevje people now chop, slice and offer food in the 
countries of the former yugoslavia, the USa, ireland and even afri-
ca. They mainly appear in the kitchens of those who appreciate the 
wood, its quality and warmth. “People who have no relationship 
with work and quality think my products are too expensive,” says 
Majcen. But (almost) every board is made of Slovenian wood that 
has grown for at least 50 years. it is made of walnut trees that sur-
vived the departure of the Kočevje Germans, oaks that withstood 
storms and cherry trees from which generations have enjoyed the 
sweet fruit. Boštjan buys suitable pieces of wood from Slovenian 
farmers. he started out buying from all corners of the country, but 
now has several permanent suppliers, and to his great joy is find-
ing more and more wood in the Kočevje area. For each board he 
carefully selects the piece, saws it up, traces the outline in pencil, 
then makes the rough shape, refines it, sands it, brands it with the 
firm’s logo and oils it. in order for the board to serve its owner for 
as long as possible, it must be taken good care of: it must not be 
washed in a dishwasher, nor used as a base for hot pans. “They pre-
fer natural cleaning agents – vinegar, bicarbonate of soda and salt,” 
explains Majcen. and the wood goes nicely in any kitchen.

in five years, demand for his boards has 
grown to the extent that they are now 
sold in seven locations in Slovenia. 

Since Boštjan makes each board himself, he has no stock, making 
each one for immediate sale. “The bigger orders come in decem-
ber,” he says, noting this is not a simple process of series produc-

Dile za darile (Boards as Gifts)
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tion. “you can’t press a button and make a board. There are days 
when i make a lot, and days when i make nothing. if i’m out of 
sorts, i don’t even go to the workshop,” says this man of Kočevje, 
in all honesty. and he also plans to place his products on foreign 
markets. 

FrOM A kOčeVJe CINeMA TO lONdON

The Freeloaders Media house (FMh) emerged as a side project of 
Kočevje’s online television site. a trio of tech enthusiasts started out 
helping record video material for TVKocevje.si. in the beginning, in 
2010, the team was helped by Urban Bradeško (23), son of one of 
two founders of the website, Jure Bradeško. Then came Miha Janež 
(30), and two years later alen Udovč (28). “at first we helped carry 
props, set up backdrops in the cinema, and shot frames for contri-
butions,” they say in one voice. Curiosity, a lot of joy in their work, 
and the chance to try different forms of expression were the main 
reasons why these young Kočevje guys soaked up knowledge and 
starting making video spots, adverts, visualisations and more. They 

made their first products with an old computer and two cameras 
in a cramped room above the Kočevje cinema hall. With no money 
but plenty of ideas, and a lot of passion for what they were doing, 
they soon got better in their work. “When igor started buying us 
equipment, we gave ourselves the name Freeloaders,” says Urban, 
with a laugh. Jure Bradeško and igor rančigaj, the other founder 
of TVkocevje.si, gradually bought better video and still cameras, 
drones, new computers and new software, and the young lads 
admit that they were only too happy to borrow them. “We were 
scroungers, so we openly took the name Freeloaders,” they say. 
Then they added Media house, because it sounded fancy.

a time-lapse of Kočevje by night, the video The angry Silence, pro-
motional videos for two Slovenian secondary schools, advertise-
ments shown on commercial television channels, video spots for 
music groups, a presentational video for Kočevje, and the feature/
documentary film Kolpa-Kupa-Koupa are some of the results of 
their work. With the financial and technical help of the older Free-
loaders, the trio gained new skills. They searched for applied tuto-

rials on the web, and spent many nights try-
ing out what they had learned. “Nowadays 
the internet enables you to learn anything,” 
they say, nodding. all three are pursuing 
new courses, trying out new techniques and 
creating a variety of products. The digital 
world offers them knowledge, and the lads 
are making good use of it. “you have to go 
with the times,” points out alen Udovč. The 
office – for four months now they have been 
in a new, much larger location elsewhere – is 
their second home. The years of hard times 
and freeloading have paid off.

fmH has become a syn-
onym for good produc-
tion, their film about the 
Kolpa, the border river, 
has garnered several 
awards, and urban’s lat-
est visualisation is so 
good that he has received 
multiple offers to work 
abroad.  

in March he will most likely be in a new job in 
london. The 23-year-old admits: “My teach-
er in secondary school got me interested in 
film,” adding “in the third year of secondary 
school my school friends and i shot, edited 
and produced a full-length feature film. This 
inspired me so much that i no longer saw 
anything else that i could do.” The other 
members of FMh nod in agreement that this 
is a dream come true. The plans for the future 
are clear: work, become better and better. in 
five years alen and Miha will still be mak-
ing 3d visualisations, but they do not know 
where, while Urban – he is certain – will be 
working on visual effects in los angeles. 

FMh team

Boštjan Majcen
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european Community recognition opened 
the door to international sovereignty

Uroš MahKoVEC
Photo: Bor SlaNa/STa

aNNivERsaRiEs

on the 15 January 2017 it was exactly 25 years ago that the then European Community, 
the forerunner of today’s EU, recognised Slovenia. This marked a major turning point in the 
inclusion of the new state in the international community, and it was followed by recognition 
from other countries, and then in May of the same year Slovenia was accepted into the UN. 
This signalled completion of the fundamental shaping of the young country’s structure.

However, the decisive turn in the modern 
history of Slovenia was without doubt the 
recognition of the european community, 
which followed the Brioni Declaration.  

This declaration was adopted on 7 July, 1991, and served to end 
the ten-day conflict in Slovenia. This was also the first international 
agreement between Slovenia and the European Community.
Further international recognition started after the European Com-
munity’s action, , and by august 1992 Slovenia had been recog-
nised by 92 countries. Today Slovenia has diplomatic ties with 
more than 180 nations around the world, and is a member of 
the majority of international organisations. in March 1992 Slove-
nia was already operating as a full member of the Conference on 
Security and Co-operation in Europe, today known as the oSCE. 
Most recently, in 2010 it joined the organisation for Economic Co-
operation and development (oECd).

a key factor in Slovenia’s international recognition was the position 
of the Badinter Commission, published at the end of 1991, which 
determined that yugoslavia had broken up and that this did not 
involve the secession of individual republics, and in opinion num-
ber 7 proposed that the European Community recognise Slovenia.

after its accession to the eu in 2004, in 
2007 Slovenia was the first country of the 
major enlargement wave to adopt the 
euro, and at the end of that year it be-
came part of the Schengen area.   

in the first half of 2008 it was the first of the new Member States to 
hold the Presidency of the EU Council.

The first country to recognise Slovenia, on 26 June, 1991, just a day 
after it declared independence, was neighbouring Croatia. The 
two countries in fact declared independence on the same day. in 
the second half of the year, several countries from the former So-
viet Union followed suit.

iceland, Sweden and the Federal republic of Germany recognised 
Slovenia on 19 december, 1991, although Germany only adopted 
a resolution on recognition, which came into force on 15 January, 
1992. 

The Vatican and San Marino recognised Slovenia on the 13 and 
14 January, 1992, respectively. The first non-European nations to 
recognise the new country were Canada on 15 January and aus-
tralia on 16 January, 1992. russia recognised Slovenia on 14 Febru-
ary, and this was followed on 7 april by recognition from the USa, 
which initially had some clear reservations about the new coun-
try’s independence.

“a picture conveys more than words,” said German ambas-
sador Klaus riedel on the opening of the exhibition of 25 
photographs marking the 25th anniversary of diplomatic 
relations between the two countries. These photographs 
were placed on the external fence of the German Embassy 
in ljubljana, thus showing the public how well these two 
nations have managed work together. Mr riedel empha-
sised the economic and political relations between Germa-
ny and Slovenia, which have been, and remain, on a very 
good footing. Slovenia has gained around 40,000 jobs due 
to German investments in the region, while in 2016 trade 
between the two countries exceeded 10 billion euros.

The discussion in the new premises of the 
representation of the European Commission 
in ljubljana, where the entire Slovenia and 
the EU after 25 years event was held, was 
followed by the opening of a documentary 
exhibition marking the 25th anniversary of 
the international recognition of Slovenia.
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at the round table, views of the events of that time and the current situation and role of Slo-
venia were shared by the first President of Slovenia, Milan Kučan, the first Prime Minister, lojze 
Peterle, the first Foreign Minister, dimitrij rupel, the first authorised representative of Slovenia 
in Brussels, lojze Sočan, the former director of the intellectual Property office, Bojan Pretnar, 
and journalist Branko Maksimovič.

SlOVeNIA ANd The eU 25 yeArS AFTer reCOgNITION

on the 25th anniversary of Slovenia’s recognition by the EU, the Foreign Ministry, working in co-
operation with the representation of the European Commission in Slovenia and the Slovenian 
Press agency (STa), organised a round table on 13 January, 2017, entitled “Slovenia and the EU 
25 years after recognition.”

The event was opened with an introductory address by the Slovenian Foreign Minister Karl 
Erjavec, and a welcome address was given by the head of the representation of the European 
Commission in Slovenia, Zoran Stančič, who also summed up the congratulations offered to 
Slovenia by the President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker: “This was a turn-
ing point, when through your own effort you became self-confidently and proudly indepen-
dent. Facing risk and sacrifice, you took fate into your own hands. it was a change for the better, 
since you gained democracy, political independence and territorial integrity.” 

“Croatia is an important economic partner, and people on both sides of the border have good 
relations, so there is no reason for pessimism, although it is true that we are burdened by un-
resolved issues from the past. Some of the matters that are affecting relations today were al-
ready problems back in the 1990s. The right time to deal with these was then, and although we 
have been dealing with Croatia ever since the situation today remains what it is. It’s good that 
a solution was found through the arbitration agreement. While the Croatian side has consis-
tently claimed that it’s seeking a bilateral solution, it has already shown multiple times that it 
does not want such a solution, as seen, for example, with the Drnovšek-Račan agreement.” 
(Foreign Minister Erjavec on the 25th anniversary of Slovenia’s recognition)

“It’s up to us how much we persist in certain views. Where it involves our national interests, I 
think our voice is important. We recall the decision-making about European sanctions against 
Belarus. At that time we successfully defended our interests. If we want, we can exercise many 
things, but we must be aware of our specific strengths, and our political and economic power. 
However, it would be conceited to imagine that with Slovenia alone could prevent the adoption 
of certain very important decisions at the EU level.” (Foreign Minister Erjavec on the 25th an-
niversary of Slovenia’s recognition)

The round table Slovenia and the EU after 25 years.
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aNa Roš

world’s best Female Chef 2017

TaNJa GloGoVčaN
Photo: hiša FraNKo arChiVES 

The Slovenian ana roš is the World’s Best Female Chef. Until she was 18 
years old, she was a member of the yugoslav national downhill ski team, 
she speaks five languages, and at one time her passion was the diplomatic 
service. Now she is writing history through her superlative cuisine. 

her story will inspire her talented colleagues on their path to creat-
ing outstanding dishes, while hiša Franko is a restaurant that has 
reinforced Slovenia’s place on the global gastro-map.

Following on from Elena arzak (Spain’s Basque Country), May 
Chow (hong Kong), Carme ruscalleda (Spain), dominique Crenn 
(California), Nadia Santini (italy), lidia Bastianich (New york), hele-
na rizzo (Brazil), Bo Songvisava (Thailand) and antonia Klugmann 
(italy), 

ana roš from Slovenia is now queen of 
the world in the art of cooking for those 
with the most refined palates. 

The recognition awarded by a jury of the British-based global cu-
linary magazine Restaurant puts ana roš and hiša Franko among 
the best chefs and restaurants in the world. This is not a prize for 
the best cook in a reality show, it is a whole lot more.  

ONly The beST IS gOOd eNOUgh

“of course i was happy, satisfied and proud after the award. Then i 
was a little fearful, too. Being the best of outstanding chefs, the top 
culinary artists, is a big responsibility and also a pressure, although 
it is great encouragement, too. Now i am under the microscope.” 

The pressure is even greater because now hiša Franko is not just 
getting reservations from Slovenian guests, today the “whole 
world” is sitting at their table. People from other countries and 
even other continents are coming to treat themselves. People who 
are prepared to pay, but who demand something exceptional. 

 “i don’t have a classical chef’s training. i took courses in interna-
tional studies and diplomacy at Trieste University, in italy.” ana’s 

path from an amateur to being the World’s Best Female Chef took 
her by surprise, too. She explains that a few years ago her husband 
Valter inherited the family restaurant, hiša Franko. This was not 
the challenge that ana wanted, but she nevertheless rose to it. 
although previously cooking held no thrill for her at all, her sport-
ing and academic character, along with her perfectionism, gradu-
ally swayed her towards creativity and then even enthusiasm. in 
the beginning her mother-in-law taught her some of the basics of 
cooking, and ana roš still values what is local and Slovenian.

She cooks with local products and sticks 
to the basics of the “zero kilometres” con-
cept: fresh, alive, healthy.  

hiša Franko is a family restaurant, and while ana is a culinary vir-
tuoso, her husband enchants their guests with wine. Together they 
clearly create works of art. “The greatest chance of a dish becom-
ing something outstanding is when its own flavours reflect its ori-
gin in the land, and that land’s tradition, season, people and folk-
lore,” she says with conviction. The team at hiša Franko realise that 
people first eat with their eyes, then they smell food, and only after 
this do they taste it. 

“We do truly devote ourselves to each dish. including its presen-
tation, and not just its great taste. We have an advantage in our 
beautiful natural surroundings and traditional environment, with 
a hint of folklore. i am also of course inspired by the culinary tra-
dition. My grandmothers were not from the Soča river area, but 
the river valley and its tradition are probably the primary treasure 
trove from which i draw knowledge, stories and basic recipes.”

She describes the family restaurant thus: “hiša Franko is a coun-
try house, and it has that kind of energy, which is increasingly a 
draw. This, too, makes us special.” She has also started thinking 
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about Slovenian food design. “This story is still 
in its infancy. i’m collaborating with the lju-
bljana Fine art academy. Some good ideas are 
emerging. But we are all struggling with a lack 
of time. i myself am currently on tour a lot. in 
February i came back from England, and then 
immediately travelled to russia. Because of 
these tours, hiša Franko was closed until the 
end of March.”

Haute couture OF SlOVeNIAN CUISINe

ana’s table is not limited to the classic Slove-
nian ingredients and dishes.

instead it is a presentation 
of Slovenia as a country that 
is sufficiently diverse and 
multi-coloured, sufficiently 
inspiring, healthy and alive, 
to keep reshaping what is 
traditional into ever new 
and different forms.  

on her plates you can find combinations of 
oxtail and elderflower, Kobarid potatoes and 
carrots from livek, cabbage and whey and ha-
zelnut, or ice cream of dark grapes and dehy-
drated spinach. 

in a reflection on her relationship with nature, 
ana roš notes: “in my dishes you can feel the 
love for the raw ingredients, love for stuffed 
pasta, respect for the environment, and also 
for the season. as for desserts, we start from 
scratch again: the same ingredients and still a 
play of sweet and savoury.”

revival of brodetto

ana roš’s husband, Valter,co-owner 
and sommelier at hiša Franko.
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in addition to the award that was won by ana roš, each year 
restaurant presents a list of the 50 best restaurants in the 
world (with another 50 mentioned). The jury also selects the 
best pastry chef in the world, the best restaurants by conti-
nent, and there is a lifetime achievement award. 

Squid, lamb sweetbreads, 
fermented cheese

Ana will receive her World’s Best Female 
Chef Award at a ceremony in Melbourne, 
Australia, on 5 April. Last year the award was 
conferred on chef Dominique Crenn of the 
Ateliera Crenn restaurant in San Francisco.
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get to know the Slovenia of special 
experiences

iNNovatioN iN slovENiaN touRisM

PETra čad 
Photo: STo arChiVES

SOWER cREatOR

The Slovenian Tourist Board has been promoting and recognising innovative tourism 
products for over a decade. Through various projects it has been embracing ideas for 
innovative new tourist products, promoting creative thinking and comprehensively 

supporting innovation in tourism.

The main projects of the Slovenian Tourist Board in the area of 
innovation include the Bank of Tourism Potentials in Slovenia 
(BTPS) and the public calls Sejalec (sower) and Snovalec (creator). 
The BTPS project began at the end of 2006 at the 9th Slovenian 
Tourism Forum in Maribor. it is a platform that enables the flow 
of information about promising tourism concepts, and is aimed 
at bringing together the right people and right assets to make 
the concept work. The project has won several awards (a UNWTo 
Ulysses prize in 2009, and recognition from the oECd in 2012 as 
an example of promoting green innovativeness in tourism on the 
national level, and in 2014 as an innovative instrument for financ-
ing tourism SMEs and good business ideas), and has been noted 
as an example of best practices (by the European Commission 
during the European year of Creativity and innovation 2009). in 
2016, BTPS and the public calls Snovalec and T-lab Snovalec were 
also part of the ongoing oECd study “Financing approaches for 
Tourism SMEs and Entrepreneurs”. The platform BTPS was followed 
up with the development of innovative support and cooperation 
mechanisms: BTPS-challenges, BTPS-coffees, the T-lab project 
(challenges, advice, match-making, job shadowing, etc.), hosting 
young entrepreneurs from abroad, and so on. 

SeJAleC FOr CreATIVe ANd INNOVATIVe AChIeVeMeNTS 
IN TOUrISM

The Slovenian Tourist Board has been holding public calls in its 
Sejalec project since 2004, and to date a full 50 innovations have 
been rewarded. Prizes are awarded to those innovations that con-
tribute to greater recognition of Slovenia’s tourism services and 
products. For the requirements of the call, an innovation is defined 
as the high-quality planning and successful implementation of 
new features or improvements in products, processes and/or mar-
ket approaches, containing elements of the unusual, of the appli-
cant’s originality, of systemic business thinking and the promotion 
of Slovenian tourism. 

The aim of Sejalec is to promote creativ-
ity, inventiveness and innovation on an 

entrepreneurial level, on the level of des-
tinations, tourist product and provider 
associations, and in designing and mar-
keting tourist products from Slovenia on 
both domestic and foreign markets.   

SNOVAleC prOMOTeS The IMpleMeNTATION OF New 
IdeAS

ideas which through implementation can become innovations 
ripe for application as part of the Sejalec public calls are rewarded 
through the Snovalec project, which so far has been run six times, 
and in the period since it was first held in 2009 we have received 
323 applications. 

The competition supports the creation 
and implementation of projects to devel-
op and introduce new tourist products to 
the market.  

The annual competition is supported by a cash fund assigned 
for the innovative development of Slovenian tourism by the di-
rectorate for Tourism and internationalisation at the Ministry of 
Economic development and Technology, in cooperation with the 
Slovenian Tourist Board. Snovalec prizes are open to those who 
have created inventions or innovations and intend to put them 
into practice, and who want recognition that they are on the right 
track, plus promotional and expert support, as well as a share of 
the cash funds to implement their projects.

lAST yeAr FeATUred A TOwer, beer FOUNTAIN ANd SUg-
Ar lACe

The enviable title of Sejalec 2016 was earned by the 53 metre high 
panoramic tower of Vinarium lendava. The impressive view from 
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the tower, which stretches to four countries, is not just breath-
taking, but also reflects the symbolic interweaving of cultures, 
and thus the coexistence and friendship of nations. Joining it as 
finalists were the radlje ob dravi Water Park, the first public bio-
logical swimming pool in Slovenia, and the hotel špik Glacier 
Wellness, which is based on 1,500 year-old glacial water that 
comes from a reservoir beneath the hotel. in the past year a to-
tal of 44 concepts were competing for the Snovalec prize, and 
the ten-member expert committee first selected eight finalists 
who got to present their ideas in person.

Two innovations won prizes: the first 
beer fountain in europe – the Green 
Gold fountain – which found an inno-
vative way to promote Žalec and the 
hop-producing Savinja valley; and the 
aesthetically outstanding edible tex-
tile of Sugar Lace, which transfers the 
motifs of traditional idrija lace and a 
wealth of Slovenia’s cultural heritage 
to the culinary arts.   

Past Sejalec and Snovalec recipients have included innovative 
tourist accommodation (Garden Village Bled and dreaming 
and Sleeping in a Treetop, where guest can sleep and dream 
amid the tree tops), transport providers (Goopti), culinary 
events (open Kitchen, The Trnič Cheese on Every dining Table), 
and also experiences (Escape igloo, Forest Selfness). you can 
find more information about these special experiences at www.
slovenia.info/sl/dozivetja/posebna-dozivetja, and current news 
on innovations, the Sejalec and Snovalec projects and public 
calls at www.slovenia.info/sl/poslovne-strani/razvoj-in-inova-
tivnost

in 2017 the Slovenian Tourist Board is continuing to promote 
innovative products, as those with high added value enrich Slo-
venia’s tourism sector, and where they are based on sustainable 
development provide an important aid to experiencing Slove-
nia as an active, green and healthy destination. Be guided by an 
innovative and green thought wherever you are!

Festival cake with sugar lace 

 Forest Selfness
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They link and promote the diversity of 
karst creativity 

KRašKE zaPElJivKE CoMMuNity

PETra loŽar
Photo: KaTJa PEGaN GorUP, NUša šVara

The word “karst” denotes a type of landscape characterised by the disso-
lution of the ground, underground drainage of water and numerous oth-
er karstic phenomena. But the Karst region is one single, unique entity. 

it is not only the natural properties and wealth of this area’s cultural 
and historical heritage that make it a unique and amazing destina-
tion on the Slovenian, European and even world scale, but also the 
creative and singular Karst people. The couple behind the Kraške 
zapeljivke (literally “Karst enchantments”) community are seeking 
to present the treasures of this area and culture to local people and 
outsiders.   

kArST MySTIQUe      

The Karst region is a plateau up to 15 kilometres wide and 46 ki-
lometres long between the Gulf of Trieste, the Vipava Valley, the 
Soča or Gorica lowland and the ponor of the river reka. This is the 
original Karst (in Slovenian Kras), after which similar types of ter-
rain have been named elsewhere in the world (in italian carso, and 
in German and English karst). The area’s charms, surprises and also 
mystique are certainly fostered by the geographical features, natu-
ral sites, unique karst phenomena, rich biodiversity and pleasant 
climate. 

owing to the closeness of the sea and thus 
the exceptionally gentle climate, and also 
given its geo-strategic position, the Karst 
has been settled since at least the Bronze 
age.       

The Karst surprises visitors with its rocky relief. There is no abun-
dance of fertile land here, so the local people have always been 
very respectful towards it. owing to the porosity of the ground, 
the Karst is also an extremely sensitive area. heavy industry has no 
“right of abode” here, so the landscape has to a large extent been 
able to preserve its primal wildness.

kArST SOIle      

The Karst soil jerovica (also jerina, and terra rossa in italian) differs 
significantly from any other. The iron accumulated in it gives it a 

distinct red colour and it is very fertile. Everything that grows in 
this soil comes out different from elsewhere: a more concentrated, 
distinct taste, one that’s “stronger” overall.

So the wine that grows in the Karst from 
refosco grapes is not known as refosco, 
but Karst Teran. This native Slovenian dry 
wine, with a crimson-red colour, has a truly 
special taste.        

it is an excellent antioxidant, and given its high iron content has 
been used since earliest times to treat anaemia. it is also recom-
mended for patients with insufficient acid and those who are 
convalescing. The acid in Teran has a therapeutic effect on the gas-
trointestinal organs, and also promotes appetite. The wine is thus 
a great accompaniment to grilled meat, game, cheese and the fa-
mous Karst pršut ham, a kind of prosciutto.

rICheS OF The kArST – dIVerSe CreATIVITy      

Since the earliest times, the Karst has been known as an enchant-
ing land ruled by Teran wine, pršut ham and stonemasonry. The fact 
is that these three features have been part of the Karst culture for 
a very long time, and have a venerable tradition. yet many people 
do not know that the magical Karst landscape harbours numerous 
other industrious and talented craftspeople, working in a variety 
of fields.

it is this wealth – based on an abundance of superlative Karst cre-
ativity – and its promotion to local people and tourists alike, that 
drew the attention of Vojka Žgavec Clemenz and Jurij Clemenz, 
who moved from ljubljana to the Karst village of Tomaj in 2006. 
although both of them still pursue their original occupations, en-
couraged by their friends in 2013 they launched the brand Mmm 
Beatrice (homemade Karst marmalades, chutneys and tomato sal-
sas). at the time they were sure there would already be a commu-
nity linking Karst craftspeople, which they could join. But they were 

Kraške zapeljivke Community.
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wrong. The craftspeople of the Karst were not linked together, 
and each one worked more or less individually, and only oc-
casionally did a few producers of the same type of product join 
forces.

The krAške zApelJIVke COMMUNITy      

Since they were convinced that strength lies in unity and that 
the wealth of a particular region lies in its creative people, in 
2014 the couple did an experiment in their front garden. Their 
company specialises in market communication and the posi-
tioning of brands through the promotion of original, sincere 
and imaginative stories, so they created the brand (or com-
munity) Kraške zapeljivke. Via social networks and e-mail they  
invited around 200 people from all over Slovenia to the event. 
They offered not just the viewing, tasting and purchase of 
Mmm Beatrice products, but also unique, handmade Marmeu 
craft items.  

They offered visitors local Karst jota 
stew, Teran, herbal juice and pancakes 
with Karst mmm Beatrice marmalades.       

The response of local people, visitors and fellow Karst crafts-
people was encouraging, so they repeated the event at the 
beginning of october the following year. For that they invited 
four other Karst craftspeople to participate. They did not just 
organise the event and cater for visitors, but also provided a far-
reaching media presentation of the Karst, the village of Tomaj, 
each of the associated Karst craftspeople and the Kraške za-
peljivke community itself. although the event was postponed 
because of bad weather, when it was eventually held it had al-
most 450 visitors. 

The event took place for the third time in october 2016. in view 
of the major interest among other Karst craftspeople in join-
ing the Kraške zapeljivke community, the day was moved from 
their garden to a nearby meadow. From there the visitors could 
admire the vista of the imposing Tomaj church on one side, Mt. 
Nanos on another, and the vineyard where the last grapes had 
been harvested a few days before on a third.

exClUSIVe OpeN-AIr kArST lIVINg rOOM      

at the Kraške zapeljivke event in 2016, outstanding products and services 
from all four Karst municipalities were presented on the sunny first day of 
october. out of the many craftspeople who wanted to participate in the 
event, Vojka and Jurij selected just 15. Their vision is that the day should 
not grow into a mass, impersonal sales event. They want the gathering to 
remain an “exclusive open-air living room,” where just one outstanding 
Karst craftsperson from each sector presents their work in person. 

Last year the Kraške zapeljivke community 
thrilled guests with goat’s cheese, lavender and 
hemp products, including handmade lavender 
dolls, as well as honey, unique clay products, 
Karst herbs, Teran, spirits and liqueurs. visis-
tors could also see the area’s masonry prod-
ucts, wood products, unique jewellery, fash-
ion accessories, modern movement therapy 
and Karst marmalades, chutneys and tomato 
salsa. 

The creators of the community are proud that they succeeded in attract-
ing over a thousand people to Tomaj in one day, more than has been 
seen in the village in one day for at least 250 years. The Kraške zapeljivke 
event not only brings together the community of Karst creators of high-
quality, boutique products and services, and those who are enthusiastic 
about them, but also breathes new life into the fascinating Karst village 
of Tomaj, which is listed as part of the country’s immovable cultural heri-
tage, but which sadly tourists too often overlook. 

Even though several members of the community, family members and 
friends help Jurij and Vojka in holding the event, the bulk of the organisa-
tion and promotion work is in their hands. Perhaps for this reason they 
may not be able to hold the event every year, but they are certain that 
the Kraške zapeljivke community will continue, expand and get richer. 
They are encouraged in this by numerous visitors, Karst craftspeople and 
locals. in the Kraške zapeljivke events they see the prospect of reviving 
the creative pulse which in many a Karst village is dying out, precisely 
because of the lack of connections they are working to foster.

Cheese from goats that graze 
in the Karst landscape.

homemade jam from the 
Karst region.

Karst lavender products.

Teran, a genuine Slovenian wine 
with desig- nated original.
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MoJCa MaKuC – fashioN aND CostuME DEsiGNER 

Clothing as a powerful form of non-
verbal communication

VESNa ŽarKoVič
Photo: STaNE JErKo

however, Mojca feels that our clothing should be drawn from our-
selves, from our inner orientation to everything that surrounds us, 
and in this way it can be a form of self-expression. For this reason it 
is important not to follow fashion too strictly, but to seek out your 
own style, an approach that explains what clothing means to Mo-
jca Makuc.

Makuc is a fashion designer, a costume designer for theatrical pro-
ductions, and the creator of independent fashion shows. She was 
most active in the 1980s and 90s, and notes that in those days there 
used to be rules to fashion, but this has now changed, since to-
day everything is acceptable to some degree or another, and thus 
everyone should design a wardrobe for themselves and find the 
trends and styles that suit them best.

in answer to the question of how to judge whether someone is 
well-dressed or not, Mojca says to her mind it depends on whether 
the outfit is in harmony with the person wearing it, and whether it 
is tasteful. “i can tell straight away,” she says. “When i see someone, 
i immediately know what attitude they have towards clothes and 
their outer image, and so towards themselves.”

When pressed what it really means to be well-dressed, she an-
swers: “When a person is in harmony with themselves and they 
project a kind of aesthetic balance. in fact, clothing is something 
very intimate, and not always easy to talk about. it’s easier to show 
than to say.” 

one thing Mojca Makuc is certain of is that you don’t always have 
to wear new things. Clothes can be from completely different eras 
and styles, and all that’s important is how you put them together.  

She notes that you can use older items to 
make something new, and that true style 
means creating your own image according 
to your own taste, knowledge and experi-
ences.      

But what if you lack the necessary sense of style? Mojca shakes 
her head and dismisses the idea. “When you put clothes on and 
look in the mirror as if you were looking at someone else, not your-
self, then you know exactly what’s not right. if you’re self-critical 
enough, you soon realise that something is not suitable for you. 
But of course, you need to cultivate a feeling for all this. you need to 
look closely at clothes and sharpen your sense of style, which is an 
on-going task. To always look good, you need to practice continu-
ous presence and discernment regarding your outfits.”  

IMpArTINg kNOwledge ANd TIpS      

Mojca likes sharing her knowledge and offering advice on how to 
dress in an appropriate and stylish manner, and has been doing 
this for years at various workshops and talks across the country, as 
well as in her fashion studio in the centre of ljubljana.

When asked about the key idea in fashion today she replies: “The 
street, which dictates comfort and simplicity. We all dress in cloth-
ing that offers broad scope for experimenting with our image. 
dressing well is no longer subject to the rules it once was, and now-
adays it can seem like anything goes, but what remains important 
is what we select and how.” here she compares the selection of an 

For Mojca Makuc, clothing is a powerful form of non-verbal communication that 
we really don’t take seriously enough, as it shapes both our outer image and what 
we are in our selves. We are, she admits, characterised by many other things be-
sides clothing, including how we move and talk, our posture, the energy we give 
off, our education, way of thinking and social status. 

Mojca Makuc
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When it comes to performers mojca 
has mostly worked with ballet danc-
ers, and has a special affinity for this 
art form, having been a ballet stu-
dent herself when younger.

This training taught her the beauty of movement, the re-
lationship between the body and good posture, and in 
general helped develop her aesthetic sensibility to a high 
degree of refinement that she was then able to put into 
her work. Mojca’s father was also a dramatic actor, and so 
she grew up with the smell of theatre costumes and make-
up, and the idea that one’s appearance could reveal one’s 
character.

in addition to her work for the stage, Mojca has also worked 
as a costume designer for fashion shows on numerous 
television programmes. These were thematic shows that 
always involved a basic, core message, and in such pro-
ductions she undoubtedly broke new ground, taking the 
opportunity to set her unique designs alongside other 
forms of artistic expression, even when some were less 
than receptive to seeing fashion as an art. Mojca never ac-
cepted this dismissal of the importance of costumes and 
clothing in general, and remains convinced that whether 
worn on the street or stage the work of a clothing designer 
is a valid art form, as deserving of respect as all others. 

FAShION ShOwS AS TheATre   

as one might expect from her background, Mojca Makuc’s 
many fashion shows have not only featured models, but 
also appearances by ballerinas, adding to the grace and 
beauty of these events, and bringing together aesthetics, 
theatrics, drama and new fashion trends. a characteristic 
feature of Mojca’s shows is thus that they are truly theatri-
cal, with the larger ones always based on a specific theme 
or concept, such as the colour white or the idea of travel. 
Moreover, in addition to models and dancers Mojca’s 
shows always draw on the talents of musicians, choreog-

outfit to cooking a meal, with the right ingredients, and 
seasoning, the keys to success in both areas. 

always paying attention to the 
trends that surround her, mojca 
likes to watch the tourists in Lju-
bljana and guess their nationali-
ties.       

She says she usually guesses correctly, since our self-im-
ages, ways of speaking and moving, as well as our cul-
tural backgrounds, all affect how we dress. She is thus 
convinced that Slovenians know how to dress well, de-
spite having no great sartorial tradition, like that seen in 
italy or France, because they know how to put together 
different outfits from a few components. 

Still, Mojca offers one criticism of Slovenian’s underlying 
conservatism in this regard. “We give precedence to var-
ious labels, because they offer security, and sadly often 
exclude our own creativity, since we’re letting someone 
else choose out outfits for us. But the trend is shifting 
here, too. There’s actually a resistance to the uniformity 
of labels, and a greater desire to express one’s own per-
sonality by creating your own outer image, which can 
draw from many different influences. however, for this 
you need to put in more effort and attention, and this is 
not for everyone.”

COSTUMe deSIgN FOr TheATre prOdUCTIONS     

over the years, Mojca Makuc’s child-like sense of experi-
mentation and continuous search for new elements of 
style to play with evolved into fashion shows and the 
making of costumes for stage performances. No matter 
where the final products are worn, for Mojca the process 
of design is always based on the raw materials, the fab-
ric from which a new garment can be made. She thus 
selects the materials by structure and colour, without 
always knowing what will come of it.Sketches of costumes for ballet productions Sketches of costumes for ballet productions
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raphers and actors, as she is attracted to work that is different and original.

as noted above, Mojca has a special fondness for ballet costume design, as 
seen in the numerous outfits she created for the Slovenian National Theatre 
(SNG) in ljubljana and Maribor. She explains that the language of a dancer 
is movement, and the costumes worn on stage must be both expressive and 
mobile. This is entirely different from making costumes for the theatre, where 
the actors can wear heavier and more complicated designs, since the voice, 
rather than the body, is their primary tool.

regardless of her own beliefs, Mojca stresses that a costume designer must 
heed the wishes of the choreographer or director in each show, and thus work 
to create the performer’s persona and enhance it through the costume. While 
she maintains that costume and fashion design are always interconnected, 
she does note one important difference: “on stage the costumes are guided 
by the text, script and direction, and this requires a different approach to fash-
ion design, where you are your own director and choreographer.” When asked 
the driving forces of her designs, Mojca responds that she follows inspiration, 
beauty, and the moment.

The actual feeling that an outfit evokes depends 
on the materials used, the day it was designed, 
how she feels when working, and even the concert 
she went to the night before.        

The artistic process of creating a costume for the stage begins with reading 
the script, and at this time the ideas begin to flow and gradually take hold. 
This gives rise to sketches for a costume that will emphasise the character be-
ing portrayed. after a sketch has been chosen for further development, Mojca 
adds edges, lines and other details to the final design. This process has been 
repeated many times over the years, with costumes she has designed for stag-
es in Slovenia and elsewhere. 

after such a long and successful fashion career, what plans does Mojca Makuc 
have for the future? “To have as good a time as possible, and enjoy life,” she 
says, laughing. To this end she continues to work and live creatively, drawing 
from her love of fine art, theatre, ballet, music, exhibitions and culture in gen-
eral, which is in abundant supply in ljubljana. Moreover, in addition to such 
clearly artistic endeavours, Mojca is always observing the things around her, as 
material for her life and work. She notes the shadows painted by the sun and 
how the light changes over the day. “When you start observing your surround-
ings with that kind of orientation, one of constant attention and openness, the 
beauty of life becomes clear. So my greatest plan for the future is to continue 
to develop freedom and my world, which i won’t give up for anyone.”

detail
Photo: Franci Virant

Grey Stones – Exhibition 
in Equrna Gallery.
Photo: Franci Virant
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The Centre for the Conservation and restoration of Books and 
Papers at the archives of the republic of Slovenia is the country’s 
leading conservation-restoration workshop for written and graphic 
heritage and works of art on paper and parchment. The Centre looks 
after material from the archives of the republic of Slovenia and re-
gional archives around the nation, and other heritage of this kind 
that is at risk.

deVelOpMeNT OF The reSTOrATION CeNTre

The Centre’s origins date back to the 1960s and 1970s, when a res-
toration workshop was set up at the National liberation Museum of 
the People’s republic of Slovenia – today’s Museum of Contempo-
rary history. 

The workshop’s staff occupied themselves 
with the conservation and restoration of 
various documents from archives, muse-
ums and libraries around Slovenia.         

The department dealt with paper material of historical and artistic 
value that had been damaged during the war, with various types of 
weapons, and with textile, wooden and leather artefacts. it also car-

a book is more than merely a collection of sheets 
of paper, parchment or other material that 
have been written, drawn or printed on, bound 
together on one side and protected by a cover. it 
is one of the most beautiful creations of humanity 
and conceals within itself knowledge from the 
past and present. The group of nine conservator-
restorers at the restoration and Conservation 
Centre of the archives of the republic of Slovenia 
do a very important job. They carry out the most 
complex curative and preventive tasks in the field 
of protecting written and graphic cultural heritage. 

sixty yEaRs of thE REstoRatioN aND CoNsERvatioN CENtRE

Conserving written and graphic heritage
daNila GoloB

The Statute of Piran during the 
conservation-restoration treatment.
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ried out preventive work designed to defend against various atmo-
spheric and biological damage to museum and archive material, 
and assisted and advised archives and other institutions involved 
in looking after written and graphic cultural heritage.. Notable in 
this period were the complex restoration carried out on the fam-
ily tree of the house of herberstein (nine copper engravings from 
1712, with total dimensions of 1350 x 180 cm), kept in the historical 
archives in Ptuj, and the related publication.  

The amount of written and graphic material, both older and more 
recent, that needed to be saved, and which was gradually going 
beyond the department’s area of expertise, combined with a short-
age of space at the museum, were the reasons why the depart-
ment’s subsequent development would be as part of the archives 
of the republic of Slovenia. larger premises, along with a lot of 
new equipment and staff, were important acquisitions that gave 
new momentum to the institution’s work. 

Since 1990 the Centre has been headed by Jedert Vodopivec 
Tomažič, a chemist by education. her time at the head of the Cen-
tre has been characterised by intensive training, the exchange of 
experiences, international ties and activity in the fields of consul-
tancy and education. Today the work of the Centre may be char-
acterised as interdisciplinary and team-based, while specific types 
of work, such as projects involving archival books, photographic 
material and plans on transparent paper, are the province of spe-
cialists. 

COMMITTed wOrk

restoring books and papers is demanding and time-consuming 
work. Much depends on the type and severity of damage, and 
on the quality or age of the material. a restorer needs on average 
at least an hour to restore a single damaged page. in the case of 
books, the restorer must also conserve the binding, which means 
removing the old one and restoring it using the same techniques 
and the same or at least similar materials.

“Conservation-restoration work requires a lot of scientific, techno-
logical and humanistic knowledge, an aesthetic sense, a great deal 
of experience and, above all, a lot of patience and perseverance,” 
says the Centre’s director. Ms. Vodopivec Tomažič. When rescuing 
heritage, conservators and restorers observe a set of basic criteria 

in order to set priorities. These include the substantive importance 
of the material, the severity and type of damage and the frequency 
of use. 

Their main objective, however, is to pre-
serve all the characteristics of the original 
and to interfere with it as little as possible.         

Ms. Vodopivec Tomažič explains that interventions in the past 
– particularly in the case of books – were often too crude and in-
sufficiently considered. The restoration of damaged bindings was 
usually done by partial reconstruction of missing sections, which in 
most cases did not match the original. “Through such procedures 
we lost the authentic features, while in cases of complete rebind-
ing most traces of the original appearance have been erased. The 
starting point of any intervention has to be a holistic approach, in-
volving research and minimal interventions,” she says.
          
The principal phases of the work of conservator-restorers at the 
Centre are: preparation of accurate documentation of the state of 
the object before the intervention, identification of materials, and 
diagnosis of the causes and type of damage. This is followed by 
the conservation-restoration intervention itself, where cleaning 
and restoration are among the most important tasks – and also the 
most time-consuming. The final phase consists of the preparation 
of an exact report that includes written and photographic docu-
mentation of all phases of the work carried out, and recommenda-
tions for the appropriate storage and use of the material that has 
been conserved. 

TeChNICAl ASSISTANCe

all phases of restoration include a great deal of time-consuming 
manual work, and in only a few cases can restorers also make use 
of mechanical devices. at the same time, however, advances in 
procedures, tools and equipment are also important in restoration. 
one such innovation is the use of a cellulose pulp machine, which 
is particularly welcome when restoring badly damaged material 
on paper. a prototype was tested at the Centre in 1981, but the 
first machine was not purchased until 1995. over the course of the 
years, the process has been refined and some deficiencies of the 

existing device identified. Thanks to the engineering know-how of 
Kambič, a laboratory equipment firm based in Semič in Slovenia, 
since 2010 the Centre has been using a newly perfected machine 
that today enables them to rescue badly damaged paper material 
very successfully.

Staff at the Centre are aware that the most valuable material is that 
which has merely been maintained. only then comes material that 
has been conserved or restored, which is why proper training for 
everyone involved in the safeguarding and management of heri-
tage – not only conservator-restorers – is vital. 
 
reSTOrATION OF IMpOrTANT MONUMeNTS OF wrITTeN 
herITAge

The bilingual (Slovenian-English) publication, supported also by 
the Slovenian National Commission for UNESCo, issued by the 
Centre to mark its 60th anniversary, which is largely dedicated to 
books – their structure, material protection and conservation and 
restoration – gives details of conservation-restoration interven-
tions on numerous important monuments of bibliographic heri-

tage. Two such works that are well-known to people in Slovenia are 
the Dalmatin Bible of 1584, and Valvasor’s The Glory of the Duchy of 
Carniola of 1689. 

The glOry OF The dUChy OF CArNIOlA

Before the conservation-restoration of the third volume of a badly 
damaged copy of The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola, staff at the 
Centre once again asked themselves the ethical question of wheth-
er it was really necessary to intervene on such an important book, 
given that any conservation-restoration efforts with regard to the 
original object would reduce its authenticity. The book in question 
is, in fact, printed, and not a one-off manuscript. a number of very 
well preserved copies are available for use. 

according to published data, 21 institu-
tions in Slovenia hold a copy of The Glory 
of the Duchy of Carniola, while quite a num-
ber of copies also exist outside the country.          

The copy of the 
dalmatin Bible during 
the disbinding process. 
Photo: lucija Planinc
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The dAlMATIN bIble

The Dalmatin Bible of 1584 is the first Slovenian translation 
of the entire Bible. it is the greatest achievement of the 
reformation period in Slovenia. 

The book is thus a Slovenian cultural 
monument of the highest catego-
ry and is indeed an extraordinary 
work, both from the point of view of 
content and in material terms.         

The copy of the Dalmatin Bible discussed here was in ac-
tive use for a very long time, as proved by numerous ex-
amples of damage caused by frequent use and inappro-
priate storage in the past. Both the text block and binding 
were badly damaged. Not only that, but the back cover 
and quite a number of leaves of the text block were miss-
ing. after careful examination, it was established that the 
book was vulnerable in its present condition and that 
every use of it, no matter how small, would only increase 
the damage. it was therefore decided to unbind the book, 
wet-clean the leaves of the text block, conserve and re-
store the damaged leaves and reconstruct the original 
binding. in view of the importance of the book, the con-
servation-restoration intervention was without a doubt a 
major logistical and technical challenge, but at the same 
time it was an opportunity to study in more detail the ma-
terials used and the technique of manufacture. The book 
was printed in the folio format. it was sewn onto four 
double hemp bands fixed to wooden boards via tunnels 
and grooves. The original headband system was entirely 
torn off. The cover was dressed in alum-tawed pigskin 
decorated with blind stamps of cylindrical, linear and flat 
metal seals. The rigid parts of two brass clasps of the Ger-
man type survive on the upper cover. The lower cover was 
lost. The main purpose of intervention was to examine the 
structure and materials, conserve and restore the leaves of 
the text block, restore the binding and conserve as much 
as possible the original character of the book. 

on the basis of a detailed examination of the condition of the text 
block and binding, it was decided to undertake a conservation-
restoration intervention that included unbinding, surface clean-
ing and wet-cleaning, coating and manual restoration of all the 
leaves of the text block, and reconstruction of the binding. owing 
to the large number of different stains in the damaged copy and 
the water-solubility of the glue used in the glued bands, the only 
effective solution in this case was wet-cleaning of the paper. Com-
parative analysis of the physical and optical properties of the paper 
before the intervention, and its condition following wet-cleaning 
and coating, showed that certain characteristics changed after this 
work. however, following the coating process the related charac-
teristics were more or less in line with the properties of the paper 
before the intervention. The paper was more voluminous and po-
rous, less opaque and showed slightly greater superficial rough-

ness, while its whiteness and colour were almost unchanged. all 
these changes were expected. The bindings of various copies of 
The Glory were examined in order to identify original elements in 
surviving editions and establish whether a uniform type of binding 
existed. The results of this examination showed that there was, in 
fact, no entirely uniform method of binding. in the case of the dam-
aged copy, it was decided to follow the surviving structures of the 
binding of the text block, and, with regard to the cover, to conserve 
the materials and appearance that the book had following a partial 
rebinding. although The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola is a printed 
work, every copy that has survived to the present day differs in its 
material appearance. as such, but each copy is a source of valuable 
information with regard to paper, printing, binding and the techni-
cal history of books. 

Conservation-restoration 
of Valvasor’s Glory of the 
duchy of Carniola.
Photo: lucija Planinc

The copy of the dalmatin 
Bible before the conservation-
restoration treatment.
Photo: lucija Planinc

The copy of the dalmatin 
Bible after the conservation-
restoration treatment.
Photo: lucija Planinc
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The timeless phenomenon of War and Peace

tolstoy, sEEKER of tRuth

VESNa ŽarKoVič
Photo: draMa ThEaTrE arChiVES

how can you convey the substance of one of the most important, yet also 
one of the most extensive novels in history, through a stage performance 
lasting little more than three hours? how is it possible in such a short time 
to enter into such a rich and expansive work as this novel?

an answer to this has been offered by the co-production staging of 
War and Peace, based on the famous work by lev Nikolayevich Tol-
stoy, in the Gallus hall of ljubljana’s Cankarjev dom. This baptismal 
staging involved the combined forces of three main production 
houses: the ljubljana Slovene National Theatre drama (Slovensko 
narodno gledališče Drama Ljubljana), ljubljana City Theatre (Mestno 
gledališče ljubljansko) and Cankarjev dom.  

a total of 25 actors appear in the produc-
tion, of which there are 11 female actors 
playing more than 50 parts.         

The stage production does not provide a detailed chronology of 
the tragic fates of the Bolkonskys, rostovs, Bezukhovs and other 
russian aristocrats during the Napoleonic Wars, nor all the love sto-
ries. instead, the production takes us through the imaginations of 
a group of artists reflecting the figures and events of Europe 200 
years ago, as recorded by the great writer. his message is that war 
and peace are of the same substance, and one cannot exist with-
out the other. Peace is born from war, and thereby in itself contains 
its metastasis. in the irony that pervades Tolstoy’s novel, there is 
something distinctly modern, and it seems as if Tolstoy felt that 
war is not necessarily worse than peace – for in peace, too, dreadful 
things can happen, while noble things may occur in war. Both are 
woven from the same thread.

prIMAry pheNOMeNA Are eTerNAl

The first night of the production of War and Peace was staged on 
21 January, 2017, in the Gallus hall of Cankarjev dom as the main 
event of the festival Tolstoy, Seeker of Truth. it was adapted for the 
stage by the France-based romanian director Silviu Purcarete, one 
of the most distinguished names in modern European theatre. Pur-
carete is not entirely faithful to the original work in this produc-
tion, – although not because of the vast scale of the novel, but 

because unfaithfulness is an immanent part of his theatrical work. 
“i am almost always accused of distortion, which i do with classic 
texts, such as cutting and inversion, but i believe that this is essen-
tial to keep the text alive. in efforts to be respectful to the classic 
text, i find only hypocrisy. Such an extensive and rich text would be 
impossible to recreate in just a few hours, with all the events and 
twists; so in order to convey the multifaceted content, we tried to 
find a completely original theatrical idiom. i had the idea that the 
production could be seen as a kind of theatrical training exercise, 
where the actors switch between roles and scenes – in Tolstoy’s 
views, which were very religious, there was also a bit of fatalism, as 
if all the events were choreographed by God. and this is a situation 
that is very similar to the theatre.”

as Uršula Cetinski, director General of Cankarjev dom, notes: “The 
production is a huge project that is challenging not just in content, 
but also in terms of organisation. We have brought together actors 
from two theatres, there are many creative and other colleagues, 
not to mention props and costumes. War and Peace is a message 
for all time, it is the entrapment of lives in the mechanisms of their 
own personal and social dramas.” 

The director and artistic director of ljubljana City Theatre, Barbara 
hieng Samobor, says of the staging: “in terms of acting, art and 
sound the production is quite magnificent, in a kind of enchant-
ment over the fantastical nature of human life, which ranges from 
the poorest, most miserable grovelling to the most ecstatic flights 
and peaks. of course, from birth to death. From grace to horror. 
From light to dark. From ice to fire. From the individual to the 
crowd. From war to peace, and peace to war.” 

The production triggers a wide variety of 
associations in audiences, but it is essen-
tially philosophical.   

Matej Puc, Jure henigman, Viktorija 
Bencik Emeršič, Sebastian Cavazza, 
Jernej šugman, Jana Zupančič and 
Blaž dolenc; Part i: Peace
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it conveys the message that the primary phenomena are unchang-
ing, and they change little or not at all. 

War and Peace contains a message for 
eternity, showing how people can be 
trapped in their own personal and social 
dramas.

STAgINg – A TreAT FOr The eye

“in this production i play four different parts, but i understand 
them as one single part, since i see them as different expressions 
of the russian national consciousness, and therefore as a kind of 
metaphor,” says actor Jernej šugman. “in the first part, i mainly play 
an unusual buffoon, who is a kind of driver of events and the link-
ing element. Tolstoy’s entire novel in fact jumps from one tragedy 
to another – and my role, as i understand it, is somehow to orches-
trate these tragedies, then take my leave and move on.”

Purcarete arrived for rehearsals, which began at the end of Novem-
ber, with around 160 pages of text he had prepared based on the 
novel. 

“But right from the start he invited us to 
co-create it,” recalls marko mandić, who 
plays andrei Bolkonsky.          

“he gave us a few scenes to work on from that vast quantity of ma-
terial, to see how they worked and what ideas for staging them we 
had.”

Viktorija Bencik Emeršič, who plays Natasha rostova, adds: “We 
didn’t just start with parts, we improvised a lot, and some ideas that 
turned out to be interesting were incorporated into the produc-
tion. Gradually, from the original version of the script, which was 
still more of the “classical” drama type, we arrived at a completely 
unique staging format, a series of fleeting impressions with brief 
dialogues.”

“it seems to me that none of the characters 
has space to develop in the usual sense. 
But this doesn’t even bother me, since the 
main emphasis is on the whole,” says the 
third Natasha, Jana Zupančič.          

The spectacular stage backdrops, the explosions 
of colour and the layers of sound, the simultane-
ous layering of events, the mass scenes, the theat-
rical jostling of characters, all of this held together 
under a kind of ‘controlled chaos’. The exception is 
Jernej šugman as apraksin, whose imposing fig-
ure is enhanced by the conceptualisation of the 
character as a transvestite, albeit in a very expres-
sive delivery, whose deliberate caricature, inner 
distance and strained grimaces ultimately take into 
account the conditions in the vast Gallus hall. The 
play is in two parts: the first, considerably longer part 
(peace), draws its inspiration from the amorous, con-
voluted, familial and rival protocols among Tolstoy’s 
heroes and heroines.  The second half, in contrast 
to the first “intimate” part, focuses on war and ex-
tends into a larger realm of metaphor, and is very 
suggestive but not analytical. The production is a 
treat for the eye and is perfect for those lovers of 
russian literature who are not burdened with what 
has happened over the last two centuries in terms 
of criticism and the social issues of politics, war and 
gender roles. 

Actor Saša pavlin Stošić: “Since it’s a large stage, a big set and it has 
superb actors, the production seemed great to me. i love Tolstoy, and 
War and Peace is a wonderful and truly vast work, and it’s a very chal-
lenging undertaking for the stage. i was especially impressed with the 
maestro Jernej šugman and his characters. i enjoyed this co-produc-
tion, so compliments all round.” 

Actor Aljaž Jovanović: “This is the first time i have been in such a big 
theatre company. Even though The iliad was also a monumental work, 
it was a more intimate production, and this is by no means so intimate. 
Perhaps in some performances it is, because everything seems in some 
way to be a rehearsal, with so many people and so much to get through. 
We kept coming up against the fact that we don’t have enough time. 
in the end i said to myself: ’No, we have exactly the amount of time we 
need, and that’s how much you have, now get on with it.’ i have to say, 
it was very tough.” 

Janez škof, Part ii: War Gregor Gruden, Mirjam Korbar 
Žlajpah, Bojan Emeršič, Jette ostan 
Vejrup, Judita Zidar, Matej Zemljič, 
aljaž Jovanović, Eva Jesenovec, 
Matej Puc, ajda Smrekar, Pia Zemljič, 
Miranda Trnjanin, Jure henigman 
and Jernej šugman, Part i: War
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A sports event and so much more
MaTEVŽ PEršiN

Photo: NordiC CENTrE PlaNiCa arChiVES

PlaNiCa

Planica. a word with many meanings. For some a 
glacial valley in the Julian alps, for others the cradle 
of ski jumping. Some people call it the biggest 
Slovenian sports festival, others regard it as a unique 
place on a world scale. 

at the mention of Planica many people think of ski flying, although 
increasing numbers also think of cross-country skiing. This is a place 
where sports people become heroes, where huge crowds breathe as 
one and unforgettable stories are written.  

SpOrTS SpeCTACle

at the end of March the rich sporting history of Planica will continue 
with the new and exciting contests in the Ski Jumping World Cup. 

The valley under the Ponce mountain range 
will once again play host to tens of thousands 
of sports fans from all corners of the globe, 
who will loudly cheer on the fearless competi-
tors, creating an incomparable atmosphere.            

in the alpine and Scandinavian parts of Europe, ski jumping – which is 
not as well-known as some other sports – has a long tradition and large 
number of loyal adherents. and as for Planica, we can only speak of this 
sport in superlatives. last year over four days a crowd of 110,000 people 
gathered at the foot of the slope, while every fourth Slovenian watched 
the competition on television. The main credit for such enthusiasm of 
course goes to the competitors, whose flights simply take the viewers’ 
breath away. at 100 kilometres an hour they fly 10 metres above the 
ground, for a flight of around seven seconds. The current record on the 
ski flying hill at Planica is 248.5 metres, set in 2015 by the Slovenian 
Peter Prevc.

But flying through the air is not the only way to travel at Planica. Many 
sports people remain on the ground, even though they are crossing it 
at high speed. Cross-country skiing, a sport related to ski jumping, is 
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now returning to its former glory at Planica. a year ago the chal-
lenge of the World Cup drew the best cross-country skiers, who 
showed everyone that Planica is not just a “jumping” valley. These 
competitions spurred the launch of the Nordic Centre, the most 
modern sports complex of its kind in the world.

plANICA AS A MOdel FOr OTherS

although Planica was always a centre for Nordic sports, until re-
cently it had not exploited its full potential. Now its facilities have 
caught up with the rest of the world, and even overtaken it. The 
refurbishing of the jumping centre, which comprises seven jumps 
and a flying ramp, the new cross-country centre, which includes 
seven kilometres of cross-country ski trails, plus other multi-pur-
pose facilities, have transformed Planica into a destination that at-
tracts many visitors outside the winter months.

Since december 2015, when we saw the official opening of the 
Nordic Centre, Planica has offered year-round sports. 

it now hosts guests who are just seeking 
relaxation in unspoilt nature, as well as 
sports people, both amateur and profes-
sional, who can make use of the range of 
ultra-modern facilities.

Moreover, each year teams from 30 different countries around the 
world come to train at Planica.

The philosophy behind the renovation of the Nordic Centre was to 
shift the facilities into a natural setting, and the end result is that 
the great majority are now concealed underground. Concern for 
nature is also one of the leading concepts of the project of sus-
tainable development, which the Planica organising Committee 
began four years ago. The main elements of this project are pro-
moting the use of public transport among visitors to the March ski 
flying competitions, and care for the area’s nature and heritage.

in 2013 visitors were first able to come to Planica by train, and in 
this way help in meeting the targets that were set with regard to 
environmental protection. Since then almost 8,000 people have 
come to Planica by rail. The project is continuing with a new co-
operation agreement with the Slovenian railways company, which 
during this year’s World Cup competitions will step up its sched-
uled train services and offer special and additional trains. These will 
bring visitors from all parts of Slovenia to Jesenice, and from there 
buses will run to Planica and back.

exClUSIVe experIeNCe OF plANICA

Unspoilt nature, a sporting spirit and the loudest fans around are 
the ingredients that together make Planica so special. in addition, 
the choice of admission tickets on offer at Planica has always been 
extensive, with something for every type of visitor. These range 
from passionate fans, who come with friends to cheer on the Slo-
venian flyers, to families who want to liven up their day with some 
unforgettable experiences, and also business people using Slove-

nia’s biggest sports festival to connect with their partners. 

This year the organisers will enhance the 
drawing power of the competition by en-
abling both local and foreign guests to ex-
perience Planica in an exclusive way, one 
not yet witnessed at any other Slovenian 
sporting events.

in this area too Planica is breaking new ground, with a special ViP 
facility called the Crystal Globe lounge. The ViP service involves he-
licopter transport to Planica, a guided tour of the Gorišek Brothers 
Ski Flying hill, top cuisine in an exclusive atmosphere, and many 
other privileges. The organisers are certain that the exclusivity of 
the Crystal Globe lounge will satisfy even the most demanding 
guests, and in this way complete what Planica can offer.

a competitor taking on the 
Gorišek Brothers Ski Flying hill

Wind tunnel at Planica Nordic Center was 
constructed with intention to fulfil human 
natural aspiration after flying. Wind current 
in the tunnel is very strong, so you can 
simply lie on the air mattress and fly!
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The ultra-marathoner who conquered 
the himalayas

PoloNa PrEšErEN

aNDREJa stERlE PoDobNiK

andreja Sterle Podobnik is a recreational ultramarathon runner, an 
entrepreneur, mother and sports enthusiast who in the middle of November 
2016 was in the himalayas, Nepal, when she unexpectedly, and with a huge 
lead, won a six-day stage race called the Everest Trail race. Until that time was 
completely unknown on the national scene, but a short time ago was declared 
Slovenian Woman of the year 2016.

last November, andreja Sterle Podobnik convincingly beat all the 
competition in the race. Those taking part had to complete a trail 
approximately 160 kilometres long in the himalayan range. The race 
followed a course  at altitudes of two to four thousand metres, in-
volving a total altitude gain of 29,000 metres along the way. 

Podobnik needed a little under 31 hours to 
cover the entire course, putting her three 
hours ahead of the next fastest racer. She 
also beat the majority of the male compet-
itors. 

on her return to Slovenia, the people she shares her town with in 
Stari Trg pri ložu laid on a heartfelt reception for her. “i was truly posi-
tively impressed, they really surprised me nicely. The people in my 
town still tell me how excited they are about my success and they 
are celebrating with me.” and without a doubt, andreja’s success 
has also inspired other Slovenian women and men. The Slovenian 
Woman of the year award, which andreja won, is selected by readers 
of Jana magazine, who vote for one of ten exceptional and inspiring 
candidates.

“it is not just that our editorial office selected ten exceptional women 
who left their mark on last year, our readers also cast a lot of votes for 
each of them. Perhaps none of the candidates were known to the 
general public before the selection, but this is precisely the mission 
of Jana– to provide an opportunity for women who have no media 
presence to present themselves to the whole of Slovenia. Slovenia 
needs such women, whose work and example are changing things 

in this country for the better,” said lidija Petek Malus, the editor of the 
magazine, after the selection was complete.

The UlTrAMArAThONer

as she said when she was selected, andreja Sterle Podobnik was sur-
prised at just being nominated Slovenian Woman of the year, since 
she had never appeared in the media before her life-changing ex-
ploit. Perhaps the people who voted for her were inspired and won 
over by her extraordinary energy. “Perhaps they sensed something 
in me that they themselves would like to attain. it’s all about will-
power. a person has to have objectives, a path they should travel, 
and they need to follow their heart,” says andreja, with conviction.

The Slovenian Woman of the year is an award chosen by 
readers of the legendary Slovenian magazine Jana. in 
Slovenia there are few awards with such a long tradition, 
standing and recognition in society as that enjoyed by 
the Slovenian Woman of the year. it is a special recogni-
tion for outstanding women who for the most part are 
not public figures, but whose sacrifices, perseverance, 
courage, imagination and success have enriched so-
ciety. The mission of the Slovenian Woman of the year 
campaign has remained unchanged since its inceptions: 
to seek out, present and reward that special female en-
ergy that gives life, inspires and warms hearts. 

andreja Sterle Podobnik is living proof that 
anything is possible if a person wants something. 
Photo: Personal archives
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Her energy is truly extraordinary, and 
when we sit and chat about her Himalayan 
experience, her positive nature simply ra-
diates. 

Especially when she explains how even decided to accept that chal-
lenge and how she prepared for it. She loves running and does so a 
lot, and, as she says, she feels at home in the hills. “it’s that real thing 
where my heart sings,’’ she says. “There my heart sings, i connect with 
nature and i am me.”

Ever since she was little andreja has pursued recreational sports, 
and has movement inside her. as a teenager she did biathlon train-
ing, and now she mostly runs and walks in the hills. She had always 
wanted to go to the himalayas, and when she learned about the 
Everest Trail race decided to start preparing for it. She trained a lot, 
she says, and prepared both physically and psychologically. a lot of 
it is “in your head”, and this kind of race is a big unknown. The condi-
tions are unpredictable, you never actually know how the body will 
respond to high altitudes, and although she had bouts of self-doubt, 
she persevered.

prepArATION

Throughout her preparation period she was supported by her family 
– her husband and two children. Moreover, andreja is also a business 
woman, and her colleagues came to her assistance in the business 
field. Every day she ran for two to three hours in the hills, and she 
added an hour of flat running for speed. if the weather was good, she 
also spent time on her road bike for strength. She is also a functional 
training coach, which certainly helped in her efforts. Moreover, as 
she herself says, while everyone supported her during this training 
period she did not have much time or space for egoism. 

She had to coordinate her family duties, 
work and training. Since most of Slove-
nia does not offer such high altitudes, she 
trained on mt. Triglav, the country’s high-
est mountain, at 2864 metres.  

at 03:00 she set out from home, and at 10 or 11 she was already at her 
job. although the ascent along the route she took normally takes six 
hours, after just over two and a half hours andreja was already back 
at the bottom.

She practiced special breathing techniques, to make the greatest 
possible use of her lung capacity. This served her particularly well at 
the high altitudes of the himalayas, where there was not much time 
for acclimatisation. She managed to master these breathing tech-
niques so well that she also uses them in her ordinary running. 

in the himalayas andreja felt somehow at home. The conditions 
were hard, and the effort needed above average. at the start she 
was thrown off course by a mass of problems. She was entirely alone, 
while her co-runners were mainly professionals and had their own 
support teams. She faced a crisis on the very first day of the race. after 
ten kilometres she was crying and just wanted to go home. But then 
she concentrated on one step at a time, and waited for the troubles to 
pass, which they did. She relaxed and enjoyed doing what she loves. 
of course, everything then fell into place, and if it hadn’t, she would 
not have won against such competition. 

“you can do anything if you want to,” says andreja Sterle Podobnik. 
She embodies the importance of will, strength and trust in oneself. 
She is living proof that anything is possible if a person wants some-
thing. although it did not occur to her when starting this journey, she 
is already planning new athletic adventures. and who knows, per-
haps sometime soon she will bring home another victory. 

She won the prize Slovenian 
Woman of the year
Photo: anže Malovrh/STa




